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MR. JOSEPH WHEELOCX,
Am Joe Thatcher,
an excellent cast in
every particular.
^*Sale of seats Tuesday, Dec. 7.
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in behalf of

INDIAN

RACE,

CITY HAT.T.,

Sunday Night, 7.30,
A&drcsses will be

A few years
ago, when the ready-made clothing
trade was in its infancy and
and ma-

shoudy
chine sewing newly invented, the ready-made
ments

gar-
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come into bid tfeffate on account of the villainous materials used and the bad quality of the
workmanship employed. The cloths used in the
manufacture of ready-made garments were cotton
warps, filled with the grindings from worn-out woolen rags, and the making of the gAtments wAs
done
upon the mise able first inventions of one thread
sewing machines. No wonder that the public became suspicious of
anything bearing the name of
ready-made, and for a time, the merchant tailors
had things all their own way again.
Bat this is all
changed, to a very great extent. The quality of the
goods us*d in ready-made clothing has been greatly

Young G-entlemen’s

INSTA THEAMBA, “Bright Eyes”
This is

Minnehaha.—H. W. Longfellow.

The lecture will be preceded by appropriate

ligious

re-

services.

Admission free.

Carriages
declO

may be

ordered at 10 o’clock.
d2t

THE PEOPLES’ SPIRITUAL

MEETING,

AJB.UI' and NAVY HILL.
Corner Brnwn and Congress Street.

J. W1M. FLETCHER, of England,
INSPIRATIONAL medium,
will occnpy the platform at 2 30 and 7.30 P.
M.,
Adunaioa 10

decll It*

STEPHEN’S CHRISTMAS

ST.
The

cent..’

SALE.

Ladies of »t. SirpJifu’« Parish will hold
thwr

«
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Afternoon

THURSDAY,

Evening*
Dec. 16lh.
a ml

deoil

Grand
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Masquarade Ball

AT UNION HALL, FERRY VILLAGE,
Ob Tar.da, Evening, Dec. 14.
The Ferry boat will make a trip after the dance.
Tic. cte 60 ceutB.
Manaoeus: J. B. Day, D. H. Pingree.
decll
d3t

PIANO
AT

THREE TO TEN YEABS.

oF.tincy
reJ,^3-60- Dark Brown Striped CasBimere, $4.60 and $4.76. Fancy Mixed Plaid
ffw.w <»uu ®o.w.
x-ituu ineiton,
?o.w ami ^o.ou.
Checked n—.w
Striped rkLIiLj
Cassimere, $7 00, $7.60, $8.00, $9.00 and $10.00.
EFThe price tells, and everybody tells tbe priced

whereas in the custom
houses it could be
accomplished, on the average, for not less than $2.
When the
of most of the strictly first-class
ready made clothing is done in large establishments,
where hundr ds of hands are employed upon differ
ent departments of the work, one
gang upon the
seams, another upon the lining, another upon the
buttonholes, and so on, each class of laborers being
adapts in the work put before th*m, no time is lost,
but every moment is saved, and hence the
ready
made overcoat comes out costing $8 or 310 lees
than the custom garment, although the materials in
each may be the same
It is a fact hat many persons in really moderate circumstances find it necesto keep up appearances, and hence are
sary
obliged
to dress well. The clothing from the best
readymade establishments costs very much less than that
from the custom tailors, and, since the recent great
Improvements in styles, these gentry are

tailoring

making

more

and

more

Children’s Extra Eantaloons.
For Children three to ten
years old, extra Pantaloons are on the shelves in large quantities.
ment embracing hundreds or pairs
may b* looked over, if but a single pair is wanted.
The
lower than elsewhere, and the assortment
as in our six stores.

thejsame

*

Professor

Boys’ and Children’s Clothing.

L

~

examined.

tude and
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great variety

Read the

maybe found in nr
To be appreciated, our Mock mn»t be examined.
Its
be fully expressed in an ordinary advertisement.

cannot

Among the many advantages enjoyed by the ris- i
lug generation, to which their fathers were siran- j
ge s, one i- flue ready-m ade clothing, procured at a

dtd

Portland Theatre.

FRANK CUR Tib. .LESSEE AND MANAGER.

C.D.BJM&C0.:

foregoing carefully, and give it your candid attention. Sink
deep into your memory, and compare our statements with onr goods and prices when yon visit us.

C.D.B. FISK&
Tire
UNDER PREBLE

HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET.

PORTLAND,

fleCy
dec9

SALE.

prepared to
*

sustain our

MAAJSTE.

We have but
ranted.

oue

price aud all goods

Portland, 1880.
State Fair, 1870.
N. F. Pair,1877.

Senatob Blaine has been talking about
the Ohio Senatorship, and General
Boynton,
who reports his remarks in the Cincinnati
Gazette, says they have a significance because of his friendly relations with Governor Foster.
He thinks that Secretary Sherman will succeed if he enters the
field, for
the reason that Ohio for a long term of
years
in fact, from the days of her first
Senators,
has sent her foremost and “brainiest” to
the Senate. His observations and his reading of her history show a marked State
pride controlling the Senatorial selections,
as he termed it,
only “brainy” men have
been chosen by either party. He
says that
Mr. Sherman is beyond question the foremost citizen of Ohio, and that his fitness for
the Senate needs no confimation from
any
quarter. Being asked about his friend, Gov.
Foster, he said that he was an active, vigorous and popular man, but that for Senaator he did not rank tvith Mr. Sherman.

ior extra

tures will be worn through the winter; but the tendency is toward a toning down in colors and figures,
aud the prevailing shaae is brown, though blaoks
and grays and mixtures In a mild form are still very

popular.

IS BOYS’ CLOTHING,
fancy cassimeres

in mild tones prevail,
The overcoat for boys is also
goods.
the double-faced ulsterette, or long overcoat without the belt, made up in one or two variations of
ityle, and given fancy name s: and in some instances, cut to fit the form, giving a far more handsome appearance than the old ulster with its strap,
l his strap has been omitted almost altogether, and
it was never of any earthly use, except for another
boy to catch hold of. The kilts are still very popular for the little dots of from 2 to 6 years, ana they
are very pretty,
in fancy cassimeres. They
are cut either
or double-breasted, aud finished with two rows of buttons.
They are either cutaway or full fronts, so as to 6how the underskirts.
The underskirt is made of woollen goods, generally
plaited around the bottom, while the waist, or part
which comes under the kilt, is made of cotton. The
little woollen kilt, or coat with sleeves, goes on over
this skirt, and gives the appearauce of a little’coat
in the back, with a plaited shirt below. The
prevailing overcoat for the little dot is a straight sack,
cut very long and made of soft, light-colored goods.
The prices of the little kilts range from $2 to $10.
and of tbe little oversacks irom $4 to $12. The
prevailing suit for the little boy of from 6 to 10
years, is the surtout, or two garments made together, giving the appearance of a little coat and
breeches.
Then over this, for cold weather, is
worn the double-faced overcoat or ulsterette.
same

in men’s

LocKroBT Journal: In six successive
Presidential elections the Democrats have
been beaten every time. No
regular Democrat who is not over
forty-one years of
has yet voted for a successful

probably

member of that party will ever
Presidential chair by fair means
or foul.
We believe these facts are
working
powerfully against that party. Very many
of its members say they are tired of
being
always defeated, and the disintegration of

PARENTS
in view of

obtaining

certain

knowledge as

to

styles

and

prices of Nobby Children’s Garments.
Our assortment of Children’s Overcoats and Ulsterettes is simply Immense. Prices from $1.50 to
$10.00.
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S. A. WALLACE, Manager.
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Xmas is

Coming!

FITZGERALD HAS COME
and

534

of Rost*n—JiOHN
& VO —for sale by

William S. Lowell,
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

StregJ.

J. H. BATES,
Labs of 8. M. Pettengill & Co.

Newspaper Advertising Agent,
MW YORK

can

now be found at the old stand of Eastman Bros'.

CONGRESS

STREET.

It is true our store will not compare favorably with the Hall of the Hontezumas.
We have no gilded pillars or
stately mirrors: we also lack the pleasure of looking
through plate glass doors and windows. But, as our landlord (Mr. Blake) remarked. “You will not have them to pay for, and can afford to sell your goods cheaper
than others.” Acting on the above suggestion, we are determined to make a grand
smash In the enormous profits made on Fancy Goods, and give the public ihe benefit of our low rent and trifling expenses. Call at FITZGERALD’S and judge for

yourselves.

STORE
d«8

New.

By the Celebrated Engravers

jipiuiy.

New York Post:

vy e oeiieve u

Mr.

Black twenty
Government of
the United States had power
adequate to
self-preservation. That Mr. Black now

C.D.B.Fisk&Co.

takes a view of the relations of the
Government and the railroads which would

the most ardent Granger, is a
striking illustration of the change of opinion which is
going on in regard to a question of over-

534

CONGRESS

NOTICE.

STREET.

CALLING CARDS

Stockholders of the “Waukeag Silver MinTO
ing Company.”
A
of
the

FOR

special meeting

the Stockholders of the
above named company, will be held at the office of
Charles P. Mattocks Esq. No. 31'/a Exchange

Street, Portland, on SATURDAY, December 18th,
1880, at one o’clock P. M. for the following pur-

poses:
To see If the Stockholders will vote to sell the assets of the Comp my to ihe “Sullivan &
Waukeag
Mlutng Company," and If so for what, at what
price, and on what terms, and If it will autho'ize
the i- resident to execute the necessary deeds and
other lu-truments.
And to act upon any other business which may

legally come beiore the meeting.
By order of the Board of Directors.
W. 0. ARNOLD, Sec’y.
dec 4411

It strikes the Wiikesbarre Record of

MEAN'S

CHRISTMAS!!
Parties
proposing to make a Christmas Gift of
Engraved Calling Cards, should give their
order as early as possible in oraer to have them in

Times that “according to President Hayes’s
civil service theories, General Myers’s
place
should have been filled by a deserved
promotion of one of his
subordinates, and the
country would have been delighted to see
such an illustration of Mr. Hayes’s confidence in his own frequently
expressed ideas

be

Card

Plate

Engraver.

518 CONGRESS STREET.

d»c9

dtt

maintaining efficiency in the public serIt is strange that Mr.
Hayes should
inconsistent with himself.”

An exchange in speaking of the choice
for Senator being between Messrs. Hale and

Frye, says:

Down.

&

so

Burdette of the Burlington Hawkeye thus
sums up the result of the Presidential
contest: “The election must have satisfied
everybody. The antl-Masonic ticket got
one more vote than its own
canvass showed
it entitled to; the
Prohibition ticket go*
twice as many as it knows what to do
with;
the Greenback got there than it
deserved;
the Republicans got all
they wanted, and
the Democrats got a great deal more than
they wanted.”

“How happy could I be with either
Were t’other dear charmer away.”

It is perfectlyievident that the people of the
State want and are going to have both; Mr.
Hale for Senator, and Mr. Frye for Speaker
or leader of the House of R- iresentatites.

CO.,

ihe Memphis Avalanche admits that
Wade Hampton, by his blatant boast atCincinnati of 138 solid southern votes, his cal*
for Lee and Jackson principles in his

Staunton, Va., speech, and his ridicultus
fooling with John Sherman, “came out of
the presidential canvass at the little end of
the horn.”

Streets,

PORTLAND.

The New Jersey Prohibitionists are fevoring women’s suffrage, as well as liquor
prohibition, and have called a mass convention, to be held at Trenton on the 15tb and
16th inst., to devise means to secure a thorough organization of all citizens of the State
who agree with them in opinion.

_

:—IMMENSE—:

The Burlington Hawkeye propheiies that
the steady stream of civilization, thrift and
enterprise which is continually running into Missouri from the surrounding States
will certainly, and before many years, make
that a Republican State.

Success Attends the Sale of

DONGOLA BOOTS
They are the Best Walking Boot yet made,
being water-proof, nice and easv fitting,
neat and

durable, do not turn purple or
change color, and every person who
wears
them is fully satisfied.
They
can be had only at

& Mifflin; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon),
will be eagerly sought by wise givers of small
but precious gifts. In the graceful lines which
form his dedication, the poet says that he has

Mise Louisa M. Alcott’s charming story of
Jack and Jill (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon) has appeared in

sailed to the fortunate islands, but rather
to the storm-swept shores of the Hebrides, and
has anchored his ship in the nltimate port
where the last laud faces the great sea. If he
has not found the fortunate Hesperides—aud
his own word must needs be taken for truth,
though his uarno aud honor, rooted deep in
men's love, spreading wide and bearing fruitage of golden praises would seem to fully prove
not

recent numbers of the St. Nicholas Magazine,
but will be desired by all those who have read
It as well as by all who have not, in its present
a prettily
bound volume. It is a
and delightful story of the over-bold
slide down an icy hill, whereby Jack broke
bis crown and Jill came tumbling after, to her
hurt, and of the merry devices by which they
and their charming circle of friends beguiled
the imprisonment consequent upon bumps and

form

Lady Poesy

gave him

in

his

bruises.

much of pathos; but her style is so graceful that
it goes very far to atone for the slightly morbid tenderness of some of her stories.

Among the elegant editions of standard
poems which each holiday season offers, is to
be noted Tennyson’s Dream of Fair Women,
which is now published in rich and tasteful
fashion by Messrs. J. B. Osgood & Oo. of Boston. The stately aud luxurious music of the
poem, varying in mode and key from its superb prelude through many subtle melodies, is
the voice of “a lyre of widest range, struck by
all passion.” The illustrations are numerous
and wall AitgrftTMl, though they vary in merit
of design. Mrs. Mary Hallock Foote’s Bosa-

A Jolly Fellowship. By Frank R. Stockton.
(New York: Scribners; Portland: Lering,
Short & Harmon). One of the liveliest, healththiest and most entertaining books ever written for boys, and their sisters will not consent
to be left out of the list of its admiring readiui.

mond is soft and graceful, and the grouping of
her Queen
Eleanor
is excellently imagined. Mr. F. D. Merrill’s ornamental work is
R. Si m nsnn

Mr

Fredericks, Mr. Moran, Mr. Rix, Mr. Shep-

pard

and Mr. Gibson contribute fine sketches.
Mr. Will Low’s figures are affected and unpleasing with their hard outlines and ungraceful pose. The paper, print and very artistic
binding are all that could be desired for a refined and elegant holiday gift-book.
A volume of Poems by Mr. Edwin Arnold,
whose Light of Asia produced so instant and
deep air impression, will be welcomed by lovers
of the highest and most artistic poetry. Beside the poetic temperament and power of exneedful—Mr.

undefinable

a

New Bedtime Stories. By Mrs. Louise Chandler Moulton (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) are daintily
and pleasantly told. Mrs. Moulton sometimes
saddens her young readers with something too

bis songs and sends It around for the peo*
pie’s gladness; and many a year he it before
the cap, that no less kingly hand may fill,
sink below the gray sea-water.

pression-gifts

with

young years.

of

Miss Martha

a lively and jolly story,
bright philosophy at its core.

It is

sweet and

Again and again he fills the cap with the wine

effective, and

of

bright

that he has lordship in the desired islands- at
least it may be said that he is a king of Thule,
who fills ou festal days the golden cup that the

they

as

Arnold
possesses
Not
the
least

are

great litof
proof
genius is

tact.
erary
this practical quality
of
his
his choice of a distinctly bounded territory
for his region of song. Mr. Arnold’s favorite
task has been to illustrate the legends and the

history of India. This is. with him, no capricious choice; his long and thorough acquaintance with the literature and traditions of the
rich and little explored treasure-house of India, has been a solid preparation for the poetic
expression of which his genius is so greatly
capable. The principal poem in tho presont
volume is a transcription of the Gita Govinda,
the Indian Song of Songs. Mr. Arnold’s preface
to this poem is of singular interest. The
song
itself, the work of the poet Jayadeva, is considered to be the presentment, veiled in
poetry as
with fold upon fold of lightest Indian lawn, of
the influonce of earthly and heavenly
beauty.
The elaborate and fanoiful musical system of
the Hindoos, briefly
raises the corner of

noted by Mr. Arnold,
the curtained doorway
through which the devotee of music catches a
glimpse of marvellous things. The science of
music was taught in Iudia by oral
tradition;
and thus it happened that the Hindoo drama,
like the Greek, preserves for us only its words,
with hints of its musical arrangement which,
it can readily be seen, differed rather in
degree
than in kind, from the opera of modern times.
Mr Arnold gives curious particulars of the
Hindoo art of music. It was fantastic and full
of unreasonable subtleties. In their sc tie the

I
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genial ami pleasant style have full play in this
story of two boys who went to Florida and met
with many friends and adventures galore. The
episode of Poquadilla is in Mr. Stockton’s most
characteristic manner of deliciously earnest

absurdity.

A

Jolly Fellowship

book, thoroughly

to

is a capital
be recommended.

Friends Worth Knowing. By Ernest
lngersoli (New York: Harpers; Portland:
Lorlug.
Short & Harmon.) This is a valuable, delightful and very instructive little volume. It is
lull of descriptions and anecdotes of birds and

animals, with many good illustrations. The
author’s style is entertaining, and his information is clear, accurate and
entirely free from
dullness. It is a book which will
terest young people, enlist their

greatly in-

sympathy for
dumb animals and teach them to see things
for themselves—one of the best lessons a child
can learn.
It is one of the best of this holiday
time. The author, Mr. Ingersell, acknowledges the courtesy of some of the leading periodicals of this country and England, which
have allowed him to reprint these articles, for-

merly

contributed

by him

to

their pages.

The
York:

Fairport Nine. By Noah Brooks (New
Scribners; Portland: Loring, 8hort &
Harmon), is a lively and agreeable story for
tbe older boys, and tells of the doings of a base
ball club. Every boy who is interested In the
national game will enjoy Mr. Brooks’ story.
Montezuma.

By Edward Eggleston and
Eggleston Seelye (New York: Dodd &
Mead; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is
a history, more thrilling than
any fiction could
be, of that most fascinating period of history,
the reign of Montezuma with its wondrous
magnificence and its tragic ending. The story
Is told with picturesque detail and will hold
Lillie

the reader’s attention.
We and tbe World. By Juliana Horatia
Ewing. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon). Mrs. Ewing is
well known as a talented and charming writer
for young people: and, although this latest
Btory does not possess the grace and originality

of some of her former stories, Doys whose ambition it is to follow the sea will find We and
the World very interesting.

semi-tone was divided into demi-semi-tones;
the notes of their solfeggio were named after
the noises of various birds and beasts. Their
repertory of sacred songs numbered two hundred and forty, and if the hymn devoted to one

Oae of the juvenile books of the season best
worth tbe baying is Mr. Richard Markham’s
Aboard the Mavis fNaw York: IVuM A
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). The

deity

good things,

occasion of worship were used in mistake for another, the critical gods were supposed
to turn a deaf ear to the performance. Jayadedeva, the poet from whose Song of Songs Mr.
Arnold’s fine poem is adapted, flourished
about 1150 A* D. “The Gita Govinda is,”
says the translator, “to this hour very popular
in India,” but is prized more, he admits, for
or

its picturesque quality than its piety, and its
musical verse than its morality. Mr. Arnold’s
work is a free paraphrase rather than a close
translation; and the superbly poetic manner of
his Light of Asia is here fully maintained. His
afnla V» n o
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art, while it remains natural and free from aifectation. His musical sense is fine and aocu.
rate; and the warmth, delicacy and force of

poetic genius

continually delight

and im-

the
reader.
His minor
press
poems,
contained
in this
volume, are marked
and
exalted
by genuine
feeling, and
beauty and directness of words. His translations from the Greek are full of movement and

freshness; among them the Incantation of the
Bird may be mentioned as a model of the revival of antique dramatic art and admirable
handling of metre. One closes this volume
with the feeling that whenever Mr. Arnold
contributes to English literature, it receives a

gift

lasting in

value as it is attractive. A
word should here be said concerning the just
and generous policy of the publishers, Messrs.
Roberts of Boston, who give a copyright percentage to the author on eaoh copy sold of
their editions of Mr. Arnold’s poems. Purchasers of editions of his works other than
this authorized one, deprive him by so much
of the well-earned material reward of his labors. Messrs. Roberts’ edition is for sale in
Portland by Loring, Short & Harmon.
as

The Iron Gate and Other Poems, a recent
volume of collected verses by Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &

Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is
full of those occasional poems in which Dr.
Holmes is so irresistible and so happy, and
which crown all important
literary feasts
which would be incomplete without the
recognized Toast-master General.
It is at present the genial doctor’s fancy to
pretend he
is old, merely because
he
has
turned
the corner of three score years and ten
—which is as if laughter should call itself
aged, and wit declare itself superannuated only because it wears the white hairs of wisdom.
But since Dr. Holmes likes to play he is old
means let him be indulged in the
fancy
—for he lights up the subject with such
sparkle and soft brightness of imagination that
the shadows of latter life are lighted; and
when, in somewhat gayer vein, in his poem
which records the
spicy dialogue of the Abbot
aud Gil Bt»<i. he attacks Eld in
lively earnest
—the wintry oh wizard must
perforce drop
his wrinkled mask, big crutch aud
gray beard
and show himself to be
v«er-yoang Time with
nimble heels, if he would sa^, himself from
the cut and thrust of Dr. Holmes
blade.

by all

bright

Juvenile Books.
The Press is much indebted to the thoughtful courtesy of Messrs. Harper of New York
for the handsome and substantial volume between whose covers are enclosed the numbers

Harper’s Yonng People for the current year
1880. It is a most desirable publication, suited
in every way to the pleasurable profit of young
readers. It has great variety of contents, suited to all tastes and ages. No child under nine-

Representative Felton of Georgia will
not go into the Democratic caucus, and will
vote for the best man for speaker no matter
which party nominates him. That means
Mr. Frye.

of

Detroit Post: Purging the Democratic
party will be like scratching a blot from tissue paper.
When the blot is gone there is
nothing but a hole left.

pers’Yonng People

The people of Iowa adopted at the late
election by a majority of 38,2W an amendment to the Constitution of their State making colored men eligible to the Legislature.

ty years of age

can

possibly exist without Har-

for a weekly visitor: and
any parent or guardian, desirous of cultivating
a spirit of content aud thankfulness in the
minds of the young persons committed to their
oharge, wfj do well to send immediately to
subscribe for the Young People, and insert the
receipted bill for the same in the expectant,

open-mouthed Christmas stocking.

very covers of this
contents.

a

delightful volume promise
pledge which is well kept by the

The illustrations are many and ex-

cellent, and it is in every way e fine specimen
of the bookmaking art. No description of its
contents could be prettier or more
apt than the
author’s quaint argument:
It is told in this Book how Five
Boys and
Five Girls cruise in the Schooner '‘Mavis’’
about the east end of Long Island, and bow,
in addition to sundry Good Times, they learn
somewhat of the Early History of their country.

The boys are very lucky in the books published this year for their entertainment. The
Moral Pirates, a delightful story of campingout life, is from the pen of Mr. W. L. Alden,
an enthusiastic
boating man; and his young
readers will be greatly interested to follow the
fortunes of the Moral Pirates and their Whitehall row boat. It is a bright,
breezy and
wholesome story, and it is pleasant to commend
to those in search of an acceptable holiday gift.
The binding is unique, with its bine lettering
on a ground work of
fretted gold. It will
sparkle famously on the Christmas tree.

Three dainty little books for the wee tots,
with delicious songs and jingles, and full of
pretty pictures, and with covers so bright that
any baby not utterly given over to unreason
will cry for them in preference to the moon,
are

New

Songs

for Little

People, lovely,

im-

aginative and tuneful little poems by Mrs'

Mary

E.

Anderson; Mrs. Follen’s familiar
Songs; and Baby Ballads, the latter
illustrated by Oscar Plescth. These lilliputian
treasures are published by Lee & Shepard:
Little

Boston; for sale

at the book and periodical
of Frank B. Clark, No. 515 Congress
street, and the book store of Dresser & Mcstore

Lellan, Exchange street.
Chatterbox Junior is the ; tie of a large and
volume for the little ones. Fullpage pictures, short stories in large, clear type,
and tome pretty songs set to simple music are
attractive

among its

attractions.

It is one of the most

delightful of Christmas gifts for the younger
children, and will be a great help to make
winter days pass pleasantly. Such charming
poems and stories and pictures cannot fail to
delight little readers. (New York: E. Worthington & Co.)
Mother Goose's Melodies never fail to please;
and this year they are published by Messrs.
Lee & Shepard of Boston (Portland: Dresser
& McLellan), with clever and amusing silhouette illustrations. The youngest gosling of
the flock, sitting up in lively judgment upon
each illustration, seems to imply that this is an
authorized editiou of his mamma's poems.
UionAll«nA<v«.

ur_l..

sr

-ns

ited by his Sister, Lady Trevelyan, in five vol
times.
(New York: Harper & Bros.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) This set of books
is printed and bound in the same style as the
History of England and covers about the same
number of pages, 3000. The first three volumes contain the Essays, the fourth the
Indian Penal Code, Literary Pieces and Poems, and
the fifth his Speeches, with a general Index.
with the former five

volumes of the
very elegant and perfect collection of the works o«.he
great author_

History,

S.

_

B.

Books Received.
Scribner's Magazine. Vol. XX. Cloth, 962 pp.
New York: Scribner & Co.: Portland: Hoyt, Fogg
& Doubam.
Nl.Ifkhslu. Vol. VII. Parts land 2. Cloth.
1000 pp. New York: Scribner £ Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short £ Harmon.
The X overs of Provence, Aucaasia and
Nicollette. Rendered Into Modern French by
Alexander Blda and Translated Into English
Verse and Prose by A. Rodney MacDonough.
Cloth, illustrated, 82 pp., $3.60, New York:
Fords. Howard and Hnlbert; Portland; Dresser,
M’Lellan £ Co.

of the Hen. Told by Sailors. By E. E.
Hale,
Cloth, 312 pp. $1. Boston: Roberts
Brothors; Portland: Loring, Short £ Harmon.

Stories

Boston Post: As usual, it is fashionable
this year for people who cannot afford it, to
make costly Christmas presents.

230 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

The Washington Post wants it distinctly
understood that this Congress will vote no
pay for the Deputy Marshals.

season.

WILLIAM IT LOWELL,

the

vice.

CLOTHIERS,
229 Middle and 9 Temple

AND

All kinds of Fine Stationery, Books etc., for tlie

6v44|k

wu

years ago doubled that the

REDUCTION IN PRICES

ALLEN

MAINE.

CHRISTMAS CARDS,
BIRTHDAY CARDS,
INK STANDS, new style,
WRITING DESKS,
EMBOSSED PICTURES,
PANEL PICTURES,

40

Committee should issue an
address simply saying: “The Democratic
party is hereby dissolved,” it would carry
joy to myriads who have voted for it from
mere party
fealty, and yet would rejoice 10
know that they are absolved forever from
its claims.

would do well to examine Fisk & Co.’s assortment,

Alike Marked

189 Middle Street.

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,

Fresh forChristmas.

no

v

ex-

THIS IS OUR NUMBER:

Artist Photographer,
dtf

age

President, and

reach the

SUITS,
DRESS SUITS,

AjU._LSOI1

94 PARK ROW,

ana,

BUSINESS

amining.

—

Congress

dtf

war-

Goods sent C. O. D., with privilege of

1st. PREMIUM

513

auu worsreas.

gents, with eatin-linea breast pocket.
This pocket lining can be just a little turned out, so
as to show a fancy handkerchief,
and, with the coat
worn buttoned, as it
generally is, the cutaway just
shows ihe bottom of tne vest and the chain and seal;
then, with a rattan and cigarette, the rather tasty
dandy is complete. The single-breasted sacks are
also much in vogue this fall, made in the same
goods as the four button cutaway. Of course, the
ordinary plain frocks and sacks, made from plain,
diagonal and basket-woven worsteds, are still in
vogue, and will be for a long time to come, but those
who seek after new styles must be accommodated.
In pantaloon*, some light checks and fancy mixyoung

satisfy

We forbear quoting prices in detail, preferring to give our customers the benefit of
the saving derived from curtailed and truthful advertising.

Ticket* admitting Gents with Ladies, 75c. Ticka course of Six Assemblies, $3.00.
fclf Class in Plain and Fancy Dancing meets
nov29 dtf
Tuesday and Friday Evenings.

LOWELL

uguicu

ULSTERS,

Goods exhibited with pleasure by courteous salesmen.

dtd

ets for

A.

auu

OVERCOATS,

We are prepared to favorably compete with
all others in quality of goods, stjle of makeup, and in prices we invite comparison.

Every Thursday Evening.

Something

A STYLISH BUSINESS SUIT,
the four-button cutaway, with frook hack, i> very
popular this fall, and It h really a handsome coat
for a i-ood figure. It Is made up from fine, smooth

of

and Children.

Gilbert’s Assemblies,

deck

plain colors—black, blue-black,

reputation.

Complete outfits for Men, Youths, Boys

AN EPITOME OF MIRTH AND MUSIC.

Holidays

our accurate measurements need that correction. But even the standard itself is liable to a slight change In the
lapse of years,
and the British standard may have varied
since first fixed.
The metric standard Is a
platinum bar
marked at 32° Fahrenheit, or
freezing point;
and the difficulties of comparison are such
that the exact equivalent in inches has not
yet been ascertained.
The series of observations recorded
by
Professor Hilgard in this pamphlet are
very
Interesting and show the excellent work the
coast survey Is doing for us.

Reduction of Stock.

An examination of our stock cannot fail
to convince the most critical that we are

PHOTOS!

sep21

CO.,

Olotliiers,

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.

inE. B. Woolf’s musical and eccentric comedy

0T Up One Flight Only.

yard
long,
showing that it is correct only at 59.62 Fahrenheit, and not at 62° as supposed; and all

For

stylish

ihnna-

too

shadowing importance.

THE HARRISONS,

PORTLAND,

m

Imperial

mu

their National

HOLIDAY

Tuesday & Wednesday, Dec. 14 & 15,

AT

PALA
maxni

each statement
j

standard show it in ha naarly
andth part of an inch to the

generally
single

Shirt-Waists

Saucier*

Popular Prices.

An assort
prices are

The shirt-wai it factory continues to furnish our retail warerooms with hundreds of dozens of
Bovs’ waists.
the shape* they are cut, and the prices asked for these
materi^l t **8e(*.are
garments, insure their selection
tne moment
noy

The man facture of such
very moderate cost.
goods, as a distinct branch of busines- originated
about thirty years ago, and from a very moderate
beginning has grown into a high y important department of ttie great clothing interest. As much
care is now be8<owed upon the selection of fabrics
&u their conversion into garments of vhis
desciiptio as i* given to the production of the finest
clothing or men’s w* ar, and a few of the leading
manufacturers even rival the best custom tailors in
point of style and workmanship.
Messrs. Fsk* Co. make this branch a specialty.
In addition to their men's department, they make
clothiug suitable for all ages, from two to s xteen
years. So complete is their system of measrrement that tune** a boy of a. y given age is far above
or below the ordinary stature, * perfect tit is invariably assured.

wool-dyea,

lrougnton ot London.

itecent comparisons with the

%

HALL,

the celebrated French Pianist
Tickets oO cts. For Sale at Stockbridge’s.
declu

—

Boys’

ouivwy oy

dark and navy blue, and brown and are as soft
and warm as fur. Indeed, the cloth appears, from
the nature of the wool, and the method of weaving,
to be almost one-fourth of an inch in thickness.

as

becoming

their regular patrons.

OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS.

The

RECITAL,

ROSSINI

dec9

Children’s Blouse Suits,

-——------

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, Dee. 14th.,
at 3 o’clock, by

New

very satisfactorily explained. In the first place,
a saving is made in the
cutting of the garment.
For instance, in overcoats, in the houses where
clothing is made t he cutting is done by
ready-made
hundreds at a time, and by careful estimates it has
been found to cost 20 cents to cut a single overcoat,

■

Annual Chr istmas Sale,

At llu’ir Veniry,

Suits.

How It Can Be Done

H.TIBBLES,

years ago, and Prof. Hilgard furnished him his standard. Now they sell in
England as the best in the world. But the
mathematician has to make allowance for
the temperature when
using these, and also
for the humidity of the atmosphere in regard to the stretching or contracting of his
papers. Our standard of length is a bronze
scale of 82 inches, prepared for the Coast

In overcoatings the same shades of brown prevail as in suitings, with admixtures of gray.
The
double-faced goods are very popular in overcoatings,
especially where great heft pud wadding are not
desired. These goods are really rather nice, since
th^y make a very nicety finished overcoat without
linings, except the sleeves. The cloth is absolutely
two faced, or rather two cloths woven together,
and it makes a warm and attractive overcoat.
In
some instances the garment is made perfectly reversible. showing a fancy checked brown, mudcolored or light colorea overcoat for
wear, and a mild .dressy, smooth cloth, black or dark
brown overcoat for Sundays.
Again, the doublefaced goods are made so as to snow a handsome
These
plaid inside finish, in the place of a lining.
Goods are cut in neat styles, rather long, but not
The ungainly old ulster
quite so long as last year.
has almost entirely disappeared, with its broad belt
and outlandish pockets, and in its place, for those
who must have a heavy, solid coat for exposure,
a much better-looking garment is provided, long
and coarse, hut without belt, straps au 1 up ana
down pockets. For the more dressy and heavy
overcoat, from the best custom shops, will appear
this winter some really excellent elysians and eskimo beavers, very thick, soft and warm.
They
are

SIXTEEN TO TWENTY-ONE YEARS.
Mired Cassimere, $10 and SU. Dark Fancy
Stripe. $11 and $12. Brown, $14 and $15. BlaokThlbet Coating, $19 and $20. Blaok Figured
Striped Worsted Coat and Vest $l,'t. Black Diagonal Single*
breasted Frock, $12. Double breasted Frock and
Vest, $14 and $L8.
improved, and the sewing and other workmanship I
°f °°“ “d T«**2-6*®2'76' «3-00'
have kept pace w ith the march of
«3-26-*3<*>. *4'00.
improvements
the world over. An overcoat which costs
325 or I
330 from the counters of the clothing houses would
GTTIIS price tells, and everybody tells the prlce.gy
cost from $40 to 345, if made to measure
by the 1
merchant tailors. It is not intended in this statement, to attempt to maintain that all
ready-made
*
garments are equal to the work of custom tailors
only that there nave been great improvements in
the making, trimming and findings of
ready-madj
THREE TO TEN YEAR*.
clothing, within the past eight of ten years, till at
Eancv Mixed Cassimere, $3.50.
the present time the garments produced are in
Gray Tweed, $4.00. Dark Striped Cassimere,! $5.00 and $6.00.
Fancy Mixed Striped Cassimere, §6.00.
every way worth the money paid for them.
83F"*Thc price telle; and everybody tells the price.«^g|

made by

LINCOLN,
T.

Suits.

Children’s Yest Suits

Dec. 12th.

These admirable measures were first
manufactured by Mr. Darling in Bangor,
out.

every-day

TEN TO FIFTEEN YEARS.
8j’.87> and 47 G3- Gray striped Cassimere, $8 and $9. Dark Brown Figand*'!• Black Diagonals, $8.00, $9.60, $10.00 S13.00, $14.00 and $14.60,
•»•«>. 813-°° and •IB.SO. Light Gray Plafd Meltons. $11.00, $12.00l
and $13.00. BrownC“8"?er«S
Cloth, $12.00, $13 50 and $14.00. Imported Tricot, $16.00 and $16.00.
BS*The price tells, and everybody tells the price.

is

W. H.

$2.60, $2.76, $3.00. $3.50, $4.00 $ 4.50 *6.00
*6 06; Stripe Mlled- 84'00- 84'60- ®G-00

tVTbt best advertisement—a pleased patron.
Common Working Pantaloons, $1.00, $1.25, $1.60 and
$1.76.

John Habberton, Esq., author of “Helen’s Babies,’’ has Just cocluded a very successful engagement at the Globe Theatre, Boston.

am me

-BY-

twenty

i antaloons.

and Dark mixed
®*-5° a“d

|5 5of$U.bSr*i60,t7.O0 and$$7O60S3'E0,

By

MR. BEN

Cas*i5'CI'e. S2.60; Light

o

England Idyl,

Suits.

’»

What to

and Where Aot to

when critically examined, accuracy is
only
comparative. If you engage a mechanic to
make something exactly a foot long you
may find it apparently exact by an ordinary
rule, but when you test it by one of the
steel rules graduated to hundredths of an
inch,manufactured by Darling, Brown <fc
Sharp of Providence, you find it slightly

YEAR

INTRODUCED

Overooats introduced this month are made from plain Melton Kersey and Far Beavers.
They are cnt
1°r,Mduble-breasted, alter the perfect patterns originated in our Designing Rooms. The prices will be
Ullors ask for same quality, and one-fourth less than so-called
“"^'‘fsra^hbanr
tai ore demand for the
imitations or ready-made from like fabrics; and bo far as cut and construction are
eompued with our fcabionable assortment. Winter Overooats for Men—
S?“rn»oJf
Prices,
$3,00, $7.00, $8.00. $10.00, $12.00, $16.00, $18,00, $20.00, $22.00 and $24.00.

Dec. 10 and 11.

DEACOS OAJE1T,

stick, but how many know what tke standard is? An interesting monograph from
Prof. Julius G. Hilgard, Assistant Superintendent of the Coast Survey, gives some interesting facts in relation to the American
standard of length. Like everything else,

Overcoats.

and Saits.
How, to

Customers.

Business

THEATHE.
and

THIS

Dark Sfdpe »nd Fancy Casslmares, $10, $11, $12, $13,
$14, $16, $16. $18, $20 and $22; Sack and
1
GraJ Mixed, Wide Stripe Oassimere, $14.00
to*20
al,‘*Adand
Cr.i,m.-,r|'
0(it“«22to $^o.OU.
Mixed Cheviot, $16
$18: S ack and
Frock Coats.

Maginley’s New York Success,

A New

Holiday
Men’s

Styles iii Patterns, Overcoats

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Frank Cdrtis.Lessee

When any one wants a measure he goes
to a hardware store and
buys a rule or yard-

Styles

LIST!

almoner for Messrs. Scribner’s
affords to many readers old
and young.
The Portland address of 8t.
Nicholas is to 'he care of Messrs. Hoyt, Fogg
& Doulmm.

recent

The Yard Stick.

THE CLOTHIERS’ The

inseition
Address all communications to
_PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

NEW

HOLIDAY ANNOUNCEMENT.

delight that he,
literary bounty,

Ultima Thule—Professor Longfellow’s most
collection of poems (Boston: Honghton

SATURDAY MOBBIKU, DEC. II.

a

Kates of Advertising: One inch of space, th«
length of column, constitutes a “square.**
$1.50 per square, daily first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00; continu
Inw every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $' .00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’* and “Auction
Salks,** $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) fo< $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each .subsequent

Recent Publications.

THE PRESS.

M. G. PALMER.

Thebe
I

seems

to be no doubt that the

reorganization of the United States Supreme
Court will be completed this Winter.

Messrs. Scribntr of New York will please
accept the thanksof the Press for the two volumes which contain
the twelve numbers of
their St. Nicholas magazine for 1880.
This
cheerful and welcome visitor never fails to put
in an appearance ever/ month in his work-aday dress—and when oice a year, made glorious in a crimson coat with gold lace, St.
Nloholae makes his holiday visit to the reviewers’ table, he must inieed receive a warm
welcome in full recognitioi. of t he amount of

Ballads and

Other Poems.

By Alfred Ten-

Cloth, 112 pp.,60 cents. Boston: J. R.
Osgood £ Co,; Portland: Loring, Short £ Harnyson.

mon.

The Trip to England. By William Winter.
Second Edition, with Illustrations by Joesph Jefferson. Cloth, 167 pp., |2. Boston J. B. Osgood £ Co.; Portland: Loring, Short £ Hannon.
Oems of Oenine. Famous Painters and their

SATURDAY MORSIHG, DEC. 11.

Boctsn

EUROPE.

ANOTHER HORROR.

Produce market.
10.
to-day'■ quotations of Butter,

Boston,

following were
Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
The

Picture*. By Harry W. Freuch. With fifty full-page
illustrations. Cloth, 203 pp. Boston: Leo &
Sh»i ard; Portland: Dresser, M’Lellan & Co,

Down Mouth, or Yacht A<lrrnturea in Florida. By Oliver Optic. Cloth, illustrated, 319 pp.
Boct< n Lee & Shepard; Portland: Dresser M’Lel.
liu & Co.
▲im! Fire!! Bang!!!

Stories for Young People.
By Julia M. Beecher. Cloth, Illustrated, 334 pp.
Boston: Lee & Shepard: Portland: Dresser,
M'Lellau A Co.
Aotber Goose xlfelodie*.
With Silhouette Illustrations. Boards, unpaged.

Original

The

Los

Boston:

Shepard;

A

Dresser,

Portion^

M’Lellan A Co.
JAarco Polo. His Travels and Adventures. By
George M. Towle. Cloth, Illustrated, 274 pp.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. Portland: Dresser, M’Lellnn A Co.
The Twin fendai. By Sophie May. Cloth, Illustrated. 193 pp. Boston: Lee A Shepard; Portland : Dresser, M’Lellan & Co.
Liule Song*. By Eliza Lee Pollen. Paper, Illustrated, 76 pp. Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Dresser, M’Lellan & Co.
»by UalindM. By Uuo. Boards, Illustrated,
80 pp. Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Dresser, M’Lellan A Co.

Terrible

ExjJ.osion in
Co a’. Mine.

EIGHTY-SIX

Mong* for Little People. By Mary E.
Boards, Illustrated, 119 pp. Boston:
Lee & Shepard. Portland: Dresser, M’Lollan A

Now

Anderson.

Welsh

KNOWN

TO

pp.,

Boston:

§1.50.

Loring,

Short &

Harmon.

lAoJeru Society. By Julia Ward Howe. Cloth,
88 pp., 50 cents. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The

Peterkin Paper*.

V1UIU)

K.

By

P. Hale.

Lucret?&

fft

iitUDuawu,

Osgood & Co. Portland: Dresser,

JVl’Lellan&

Co.

Matilaallala! A Plight into Egypt. By Charles
Warren Stoddard. Paper, 280 pp., 30 cents. New
York: D. Appleton & Co. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg
& Dunham.
The Orthoepisli A Pronouncing Manual.
By Alfred Ayres. Cloth, 201 pp. New York: D.
Appleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.

Studies in the Mountain Instruction. By
George Dana Boardman. Cloth, 360 pp. New
York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg &
Dunham.
and Poverty: An Inquiry into the

Progress

Industrial Depressions. By Henry
Paper, 512 pp. 75 cents. New York:

the Cause of

George.
D. Appleton

Co.; Portland; Hoyt, Fogg

&

&

Do u ham.

INDICATIONS

FOB

THE

NEXT

[second dispatch.]
London, Dec. 10.—The explosion occured

at

The shock was so violent
1.40 this morning
as to be felt for miles around, and the damage
was so great that the explorers were not able
One
to descend into the mine for some hours.
shaft is choked. There is not the slightest
hope of saving any of the eighty-seven men
and eighteen horses still in the pit. Four
men were brought up alive.

[thihd despatch.]
It has now been ascertained that eighty-six
of the perrons in the Penygrigg pit at the time
of the explotion are dead. Seveu corpses have
been brought up thus tar. Many others have
been discovered and will he raised this evening.

[fourth despatch.]
Twenty-two bodies have been recovered and
thirty-four more have been seen at Penygrigg
Pit_

JOHN KELLY DEPOSED.
Allen Campbell Confirmed
of New York.
New York, Dec. 10. —Mayor
to

me Hiuermeii

Comptroller

Cooper

unsaiiurnuou,

me

sent

uamco

in
ui

The
Allen Campbell iu place of John Kelty.
living Hall or Cooper aldermen have seven
votes, the Tammany nine aud the Republicans
Twelve votes were necessary for conseven.
firmation. There was much excitement and
City Hall was crowded. A force of policemen
vainly tried to keep the approaches to the alThe leading local
derman’s chamber open.
leaders of all the political factions were present in force.
After considerable discussion the nomiratioxx
of Allen Campbell for comptroller was confirmed, the vote being 13 to 8.
The overturn in city officials made by the
mayor aud aldermen to-day, which resulted in
retiring John Kelly from office, created gre*t
excitement among politians and citizens gen-

erally.

The Express says: The deed has been done.
conspiracy between Edward Cooper and
Roscoe Conkling backed by Bennett’s corruption fund has prevailed.
Corruption, long
rampant, is now triumphant in City Hall.
it
Boss
The Telegram calls
Kelly’s Waterloo
aud says „the aldermen to-day did the best
day’s work they ever did. They have rid the
overburdened
city of an oppressor whose
blighteniug influence reached every departThe

*

The following new
office this morning:

TWENTT-FOCB

HOURS.

War Drp’t, Office Chief Sional )
/
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 11, 2 A. M. \

appointees

took

oath of

fl

Comptroller—Allan Campbell.
Commissioner of Public Works—Hubert O.
Thompson.
Police Justices—Solon B. Smith, Maurice J.
Powers aud Hugh Gard ner.
Mr. Campbell will take charge of the comp-

BY TELEGRAPH.

troller’s office to-morrow.
Mr. Kelley says his only regret in retiring
is in severing his connection with the faithful
employes to whom he had become attached.
Mayor Cooper w^s serenaded to-night. In a
speech he said the only vacancies really filled
were
comptroller aud corporation counsel.
These offices had been Democaatic for a numHe
ber of years and were still Democratic.
thanked them for their approval of his course.

MARINE NEWS.

THE FISHERIES.

For New England,
Lower barometer, higher temperature, northerly winds, partly cloudy weather.
Cautionary off shore signals continue at
Wood’s Hole, Boston, Section 8.

HI8

INDICTED FOR

New Yohk.Doc. 10.—A Dublin dispatch says
the grand jury at Cork found true hills against
Mr. lle.ly, M. P., and Mr. Walsh, for the intimidation of Cornelius Manning, after the
Judge tiad given strong directions to the jury.
The Irish Times gives prominence to a
statement that the Land Leaguers will be tried
by a specUl commission issned under the
Queen’s patent, in order to remove any cause
of complaint of an unfair trial in consequence
of Chief Justice May's speech.
Petitions are being circulated throughout
Duilin, addressed to the Lord Mayor, in the

ment.

METEOKO LOGICAL

TO BE

PARNELL

Caiidikf, Dec. 10.—An explosiuj occurred
this morning at Penygrigg, a new tniliery in
It is believed that
tlie Rhondda Valley.
eighty-seven persons perished. An exploring
sixteen
discovered
corpses, and starch
party
was’impeded by the after damp and debris.
The pit is about a mile from the scene of the
great explosion in the Dinas colliery, in the
same valley, Jan. 18, 18T8, when sixty parsons
lost their lives.

The Head of !Ae iusa.

By George Fleming,
“Mirage.” Cloth, 371
Roberts Brothers; Portland:

Special Commission.

a

WATERFORD SPEECH.

Co.
author of “Kismet” and

The Laud Leaguars to be Tried by

HAVE BEEN KSjLED.

B

Six Mlarie* from the Arabian Night*. Edited by Samuel F.liot. Boardg, Illustrated, 210
pp. Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Dresser,
M l e lan A Co.

MINED*

a

following

terms:
“We, the
request you to convene a meeting
tive Irishmen in Dublin to give

undersigned,
of representaexpression to
the universal feeling of indignation e itertained by all who respect the impartial administration of justice against the partisan and unjustifiable pronouncement of the Lord Chief

Justice on the occasion of the recent motions
witli regard to the State trials.”
The Scotstovrn Orangemen’s meeting was
postponed till next week, after Lord Rossmore
consulted with Major Blair and others. There
was a large
nunber of Orangemen in town
who dispersed quietly after addresses by Lord
Rossmore, Sir John Leslie and Archdeacon
Stack
Subsequently a band of music escorting Land Leagues passed the Rossmore Agency
and
office, when the Orangemen groaned
uo
caused manifestations ol hostility, but
violence occurred and the Leaguers proceeded
on their march.
The whole police force of the
county, with bodies from Armagh and Louth,
detachments of the Second Dragoon Guards
Messrs. Dillon, Bigalso went to Scotstown.
gar and O’Kelly addressed the meeting, which
was largely attended. Mr. Parnell did Dot appear.

Gormely, the Cookstown murderer, was arrested at his own house while changing his
clothes preparatory to his final flight, he havAn inquest
ing returned home just before.

held and a verdict of willful murder rendered. The prisoner was sent to Omagh jail.
The inquest revealed the fact that Mulhollaud
was

a.1.

.3

__

t__„1-

Butter—We quote <*hoiee Northern and Western
creameries at H(ty&85c for fresh made, and 26igt28o
for summer made; fall made New York and Vermont dairies at 26 «*30c; and common to fair dairy
lot* I8,u,22c; Western dairy packed at24a27c for
Bhoicc, and ! 5®21c for common to good; ladle packed at 22@24o for choice and at l?@21c for common to good, choice grades in dornaud.
Cheese—we quote at 13al3%e lor choice,! 1%@
12V2c for fair to good; Sal lc for common.
at 28a?0^ for Eastern: 28@29c
Eggs are
for New York and Vermont, 28a29c for Canada
ac<l prince Edward island; 28® 30c for Western;
market firm.
i-oiut. e* me in steady demand at 45®63c J^bush.
Sweet Potatoes held at 1 76®2 60 ^ bbl.

quoted

().—Hogs— Receipts 24,000 head;
Oau ago. Dec.
shipments COi' head; the market opened generally
firm, closing easier; mixed and light packing at 4 60
ft 4 76; choice heavy at 4 86®6 19.
Cattle—Receipts 4200bead.shipments 200© head;
market 10 higher; exports at 6 60®6 40; good to
choice shipping 4 7 6®6 15; common to fair 3 60@
1

4 40.

4

There
owing to

-greet rwSwinuut

at

MASSACHUSETTS.
Death of a Noted Fenian.
Lawrence, Dec. 10.—Capt. Timothy Dacey,
a noted Fenian and a captain in the “Fighting
Ninth” during the war and long connected
with the State militia, died to-day. Capt.
Dacey was rescued with Col. Kelley from the
English officers at Manchester, Eng., in 1868
for which rescue thrte men were executed.

NEW YORK.
Another Failure in the Coffee Trade.
New York, Dec. 10.—Bowie, Dash & Co.,
coffee importers, have suspended, it is stated
that their.liabilities are §1,400,000.
Wages Reduced.'
Albany, Dec. 10.—Wages have been reduced 15 per cent, in tbe Boston and Albany
machine shops in this city.

WASHINGTON.
Mall Lines with Foreign Ports.
Representative
Washington, Dec. 10.
Shelley, from the committee on post offices,
bill providing
a
to
the
Honse
to-day
reported
for tbe establishment of lines of mail steamers
between pons of tbe United States and Soutii
American, Central American, Mexican and
trails-Pacific portB. The bill with favorable
report was ordered printed and recomitted.
The committee will report tbe bill finally to
the House at an early day and urge its passage.
Possession and Ownership.
Judge Lawrence. first Comptroller of tbe
Treasury, rendered a decision touching the
finding of a Government coupon bond, in
which be holds that possession, even if fraudulently obtained, is prima facie evidence of
—

ownership.

Consular Trade Reports.
The second number of the reports from
United Stales consuls on commerce, manufactures and trade of the Uniled States in their
consular districts is issued.

SENATOR BAYARD.
Pro-

Campaign Charges
nonneed a Wicked Falsehood.
Philadelphia, Dec. 10.—The Press will tomorrow publish a letter from Geo. S. Boutwell, C. A. Arthur, Noah Davis and Roscoe
Conkling, referring to an editorial in the Press
of Oct. 29. in which it alleged that Senator
Bayard in a speech referred to tbe case of
Phelps, Dodge & Co., who were compelled
some years
ago to refund the government
§207,000 unpaid duties, and declared that Senator Conkling, Noah Davis, then district attorney, Mr. Arthur, collector, Mr. Jayne,
special agent, and Geo. S. Boutwell, Secretary
of tbe Treasury, divided tbe money among
themselves. As no retraction has appeared
theBe gentlemen denounce the charge as a
ruthless calumny, a wilful and wicked falsehood.
One of His

_

ANOTHER OUTRAGE.
A U. S. Marshal Shot Dead by

a

Moon-

shiner.

Washington, Dec. 10.—While
mniuik.ila

iiT.iru

cupitin.r

two

irarpunta n rtrttt

deputy
cl

nurt.v

of illicit distillers iu Marshall county, Ala.,
one of the officers, John Hardie, was shot and
bix
instantly killed by Jefferson Culbreatb.
shots were tired at the other deputy, but he
has
Baum
Commissioner
telegraphed
escaped.
the collector to take the most energetic measures to bring the violators of the law to
punishment, an l U. S. Marshals have been simi-

larly

instructed._

The Ohio Senatorsblp.
Washington, Dec. 10.—It is understood
here that trustworthy friends of Mr. Sherman
in the Ohio Legislature now have in their possion written pledges from fifty members of the
senate and assembly, declaring the purpose of
of the writers to vote iu caucus on the first
ballot for Mr. Sherman for United States senator. This makes a clear majority of the Republican members of the Legislature, and
seems to place Mr. Sherman's nomination beyond donbt.
_

A Coal Famine in the West.
Omaha, Dec. 10.—The cold weather lias
caused a ooal famine at many points west of
the Missou-i river. Trains of coal at Friendville, Neb., and Grafton, have been seized by
At the latcitizens and the coal confiscated.
ter place a serious tight occurred with the
train hands.
Freshets In British ooiumbla.
Dee.
10.—Tremendous
Victoria B. r
freshets lm’'- ialteu place on the main land.
Thro*’ -”cru wheelers and the government tug
--re swept away by a freshet into Frozen
river among the ice tloe. Much damage is reported to wagon roads and bridges. Railroad
operations are almost suspended.

Capt. Payne’s Colony on Its Way to the
Indian Territory.
AakANSAS City, Kan., Dec. 10.—Captain
Payne’s colony, well armed and 400 strong,
have started for Indian Territory.
is probable on the border.

A conflict

A Common Occurrence in Texas.
Post Oak, Texas, Dec. 10.—Last uigi.t six
mounted men made purchases to the amount
ol SAW at Russell Bros.’ store, then killed one
of the proprietors and fatally wounded the
other.
Indicted for Taking Illegal Fees.
Gbeensborg, Ind., Deo. 10.—The graud jury indicted all the township appraisers of Decatur county except two, the county superintendent of education and seven county officers
for illegally taking fees._
A Murderer j_iy netted.

Bklasilde, Nevada, Nov. 10.—Charles
Marshall, a noted desperado, who murdered
man Tuesday
an inoffensive old
night, was
taken trout the sheriff this morning by the cit-

izens and

banged._

Robert Stockhardt,
a
prominent
artist, died in New York Thursday.

scenio

Earl Granville’s Reply to Mr. Evarts.
Dec 10.—The full text of
Lord Grauville’s letter to Minister Lowell, Ocher 27, on the subject of the the New Foundland fisheries, is published.
I ord
Her majesty’s goverumeDt admits,
Granville says, the violent interference with
indefensible
and
much
fishermen
is
American
No sense of injury, however
to be regretted.
well founded, would justify such a course ou
the part of British fishermen.
In relation to the question of observance by
the American fishermen of the fishery regulations of New Foundland, the British governadmit the accuracy of Mr.
ment
cannot
Evart’s opinion “that the fishery rights of the
United States conceded by the treaty of Washington are to be exercised wholly free from
restraint and regulation of the statutes of New
Foundland’’ but if any such local statutes
could be shown inconstant with the express
stipulations or even with the spirit of the treaty they would not be wi hill the category of
these reasonable regulations by which American (iu common with British) fishermen ought
to be bound.
In the proposal of Mr. Evarts to make these
regulations a matter of receiprocal cenvenience, her majesty’s government discerns the
basis of a practical settlement of the difficulty
aud is quite willing to confer with the government of the United States respecting the establishment of regulations under which subjectsof
both parties to the treaty of Washington shall
have the full and equal enjoyment of any fishery which under that treaty is to be used in
As regards the claim of tne United
common.
Slates fishermen to compensation for injuries
and losses at Fortune Bay, her majesty’s government are quite willing that they should be
indemni^ed for any proven injuries or losses
except su ill as are claimed to have been sustained wile “strand fishing,” to which under
the treaty American fishermen are not entitled to resort.

Washington,

SENATOR KELLOGG'S
Why Mr. Manning's

Case is

SEAT.

Nearly Hope-

less.

Washington, Dec. 9.—It is now expected
that Judge Manning’s credentials as Senator

An 1

Louisiana wJl be taken up and disposed
of by the Senate Committee on Privileges and
Elections this week, and that the Kellogg case
will be reached and voted upon by the Senate
after a short debate, before the holiday recess.
There is no reason to believe he wili be disturbed. Nine Democratic Senators have privately expressed their belief that his case was
res adjudirata. In addition to this it is feared
that, should the precedent be established of
going back to examine into the titles of individuals members of State legislatures, in order
to invalidate the title of a Senator for whom
they may have voted, the result will be a disasThere is
ter to the Democrats themselves.
testimony enough already in existence to throw
grave doubts upon the legality of many Southern legislatures which have voted for Senators
who are now holding their seats; and the wisest among the Democrats prefer to record themselves in opposition to any attempt to reopen
these old matters.

Castlebar,

December

XLVIth CONGRESS—2d Session.
HOUSE.
The pension apDropriation bill was ordered
printed ajid recommitted.
A bill allowing marshals and deputy marshals to take bonds in certain cases was placed
on the calendar.
The House refused to consider the electoral
vote resolution, and at 1.45 went into committee of the whole on the private calendar.
At 3.30 o’clock the committee rose and several relief bills were passed, including pensions
to Martliy Jaue Porter, Mary A. Simmons aud
Denuis McGinn.
A communication from Gambetta, President
of the French Chamber of Deputies, in regard
to the exchange of documents between that
body and the United States House of Representatives was referred.
At 4.30 the House adjourned till Monday.

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL.
Col. Mattocks Appointed Commissioner
for Maine.
Washington, Dec. 10.—The Yorktown Centennial committee adopted a resolution respectfully asking the Governors of States to take
measures to secure sufficient appropriate"
from the legislatures to enal le their Slates t»
take a suitable part in the celebration. StaB
commissioners were appointed to sup-rintepd
the arrangements tit the respective States, including Col. O. P. Mattocks of Maine and Oil.
S. Lincoln, Jr., of Massachusetts.

Memphis Dec. 10 —Cotton
lan*u» *1 11%**lands

inquiry

Liverpool Dec. 10-12.30 P. M.—Flour 98 64®
12s winter Wueat at 9s 8d@10s; Spring Wheat
at 8s 8d,a9s 10d; California average 9s 2d^'9s lid;
Club do at 9s 9d@10s 6d; Corn at f-s 8d. Peas at
at 7s. Provisions, &c.,—Pork at 68s: Beef at 67s;
Cheese 65s 6d; Lard 4Us; Bacon 38s 3d Tallow at
36s at London 38s 9d.
IVOTIf E.-For the past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively

it has always
been
made
pure and
healthy, and is to-day without a rival.
Mustard
and Congress Yeast
flgfSlade’s English
Powder are standard and always reliable.

In this city. Dec. 9, bv Rev. E. Y. Hincks. Richard
McFarland of Saco and Miss Hannah Baldwin of
Portland.
In Harpswell. Dec. 5, Eugene A. McFarland and
Miss Carrie A. Perry.
In Brunswick, Dec. 1, William E. Fish and Miss
Abbie Clark.
In Brunswick, Dec. 4, John Boice and Miss Fanny Roberts.
In Bath. Dec. 8, Sam’l Packard and Miss
Mary E.
Coombs.
In Lovell, Nov, 25, Frank Andrews of Lovell and
Miss Fanny Durgiu of Hiram.

First Call.

(Mock and Moser Market.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Dec. 10—Evening.—Money market
active and ranged between 6 per annum and 1-16

MINIATURE ALMANAC. ...DECEMBER 11.
rises.7.27 I High water. 6.63
Sun sets.4.211 Moon sets. 2.33
Sun

1

San Francisco, l)ac. lo.—The following
uuotations of Mining stocks to-day:

MAEINE

FRIDAY, Deo. 10.
Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, Sc John, NB, via Eastfor Boston.
I port
Sch Lucy Wentworth, Hibbard, Boston.
Sch Harriet, Kelley, Boston.

|

Scb Eliza Jane. Hutchins, Boston.
Sch Juuietta, Thompson, Boston.
Sch Charlotte Augusta, HOlmes, Boston.
Scb Sophia Wiley, Hams, Boston.
Sob Valparaiso, Jordan, Boston.

Sch Cabinet, Leach, Boston.

Sch Lucy Ann, Maloney, Boston.
Sch Casco odge, Pierce, Kockport.
Sch Chalcedony, Thompson, Machias—cedar posts
and shingles to J H Blake.
Sch Toronto. Dority, TUomaston.
Sch Pavilion. Gove, Boston for Calais.
Scb Freddie Eaton, Motz, Boston for Calais.
Sch Maria Adeiade, Kent, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Ruth S Hodgdou, Stearns, Boston for Rockland.
Sch Petrel, Curtis, Boston for Ellsworth.
Sch Georgiauna, Bray, Boslon for Ellsworth.
Sch Koaiuer. Jordan. Boston for Penobscot.
bch Unas Cooper, Grey, Boston tor Castinu.
Sch Abbv Tliaxter, Hutchins, Boston tor Winter-

port.
sch S W Brown, Maddox, Proviucetown for Rockland.
boh E A Elliott, Colson. Winterport for Boston,
bcb Miuetta, Wade, Belfast for Boston.

(dosing

550,000.

lor

uo;

jennessee,

nmcueii,

©o<iti

,,
decll

WHAT

Inst, ship Spartan, Reed, San

Francisco.
Sid fm Liverpool 9tb Inst, barque Virginia, Thurow, Havana.
Sid fm Cape Hay ti about 1st lust, brig Edith, Pettigrew, New Fork.
SPOKEN.
No date, lat EO S, in the Paciflo, barque Amy
Turner, Newell, from Boston for Honolulu,

FINANCIAL.

OF

—

—

BUY

TO

at 11 o’clock A.
Booms 18

Deo.

TURNER BROS..
-(Kimball Block,H*

488 and 490 Congress Street.
sntf

*

dec8

Something New.

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble llouee.
Lacea cleansed in a superior manner.

of Vose to Sops’ Pianos.
We h*ve never sold anyth!'g that has given such universal satisfaction,
without a single exception that we know « f, our first
sales bei* g 4 years ago.

F. O. BAILEY dc Co., Auctioneers.
dec8

A Set of Ladies* Furs from $3.00 up
A Set of Children's Furs from 76 cts up.
A Good W arm Fur Cap from $1.00 up.
An Imported Scotch Cap from 76 c's up.
A Boy’s Winter Cap from 25 cts up
A Pair of Seal Gloves from $5.00 up.
A Pair of Beaver Gloves $4.00 up.
A Traveling Bag from 75 cts up.
(we nave a me aioca ox xueiu.t
A Good Trunk from SI.00 up.
A Soft or Stiff Hat from $ 1.00 up.
A Silk r Gingham Umbrella.
A Stylish Silk Hat from $3.00 up.

Dress Goods.
We shall offer thi9 week New Lot of Fine All
Wool Plain Momie Cloth Dress Goods, in Black
and all best colors at only 50 cents.
These are
All Wool full 46 inches wide, and have
never been sold for less than $1.00.
Portland
lyThere was never offered in
such a good opportunity to buy All Wool Dress
Goods at so low prices.
Our other Dress Goods are marked way down as

strictly

follows:

Momie Cloths

at 50 cents,
25 cent All Wool Light Dress
Flannels at 19 cents.
15 cent Half Wool Dress Goods
only lO 1-2 cents.

Cloaks, Ulsters and Dolmans
SAMEL HANSON, duced
lowest prices.
Banker & Broker,
RINESBROS.
194 Middle Street.
re-

to

sn

dtf

At 10 o'clock

Dec. 1st

M., and

A.

COXTINCIXG EVERY DAT,
Store

corner of Middle and Temple Streets.
The largest and finest stock of New and Desirable Novelties and Staple Holiday Goods we have
ever offered.
City and Country Dealers wishing to
pui chase are Invited to attend.

AT

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
no

29

ROBES.

d2w

tiUAJKII

Elegant Clocks, Bronze

immense stock of
are very low.

an

prices

BY

—

at

—

room,a

No.

18

Exchange Street, elegant

Marble. Bronze A labaster and Gilt French

Clocks, struck on Cathedral gong, &c.: Cuckoo
Clock, American Alarm Clocks, Ac.; fine Imported
and American
Bronzes, consisting of Groups,
Figures, Vases and Statuettes, Pitchers, Urns,
Birds, Card Receivers, Thermometers, Ink Stands,
Gas Stands, Ac. China, consisting of full Dinner
Sets. Tea sets, Toilet Se u with and without Jars,
Pi'cbers, Vases, Bread Plates, Butters, Ac. As-ortment of fine cut and engraved Glass Ware, Silver
Plated Wate. consisting of Ice Pitchers. Cake
Baske'S, Pickles, Batters. Vases, Card Stands, Celery and Fruit Stands, Knives, Forks, Spoons, Ac.

COE
THE
HATTER

The above represents two sales from two very
we were obliged for want of
time to combine in one, making a sale of some of
the most elegant goods we ever nad the pleasure to

large importers which

offer.
Remember the Exhibition

Street.

dec 11

ON

Dec. 171k aud 18th,
10 A. 71. and 2.30 P. 71. Each Day,

Block

middle

AUCTION

Friday and Saturday,

the above goods, and the

at our

197

and

China

COE
has

SALK

-OF—

Buffalo *4.00, *5.00, *6.00, *8.00 and up.
WOLF *7.50, *10.00, *12.00 and up.

Another Week of Low Prices.

deo8

d7t

Commencing Wednesday,

■

eodsntf

$1.00 Polka Spot

at our

CHRISTMAS
Great Sale or Holiday Goods
GIFT.

Kid Glove* cleansed every day, price 10 cts

per Pair.
nov30

shall sell

Street, by order of Me»srs. Vose A Sous, of Boston,
The lot will consist
12 of their Ma cbless Pianos.
We shall
af an assortment of their different styles.
be pleased to furnish any one with a list of the purchase* of previous sales as a reference of the quality

BY AUCTION.

Ostrich Feathers and Tips Dyed,
All the Fashionable Tints to
Also cleansed
Pattern.
and curled to look like new at

|

we

FOR A

rrovi-

frOttfelON FORTH.
Melbourne Nov 4, oarque Ladoga, Fierce, for

At
Mazatlan.
Ar at Nanaimo 8th

E. T. MERRILL,

which will be op- 179 MIDDLE STREET.
Near the Post Office,
ened the Novelties of
the season particularNEW ADVERTISEMENTS
auction sales.
ly adapted to the HolGRAND SAIjR
iday Trade.
A cordial invitation
Vose & Sons’ Pianos,
BY AUCTION.
is extended to all to
examine our stock.
15th,
WEDNESDAY,
ON M.,
Exchange

NEWPORT—Ar 8th, schs Julia Baker, Oliver.
New York for Boston; Senator Grimes, Clark, and
Lyndon, Simpson, Calais lor New York; Ivy Bell,
DrtuKor

NEVER TOO LATE 10 IflEND!

popular prices.
Special attention is
called to onr Fancy
Goods Department in

New York.

dence for New York.
In port, ache Telegraph, Thorndike, Rockland for
New York; Elouise, Danforth. for
o; Adtiamia,
Baker, and D Ellis, Torrey, for do; Watchful. Gill,
Georgetown, Me, for do; Lucy Baker, Allen, Thomaston for do; St Elmo, Humphrey. Bangor for do;
Susan. Kennedy. Rockland for do; Searsville, Hart,
and Pierce, Lord, Providence for New York.
Part of above were getting under weigh. AM 8th.
VINE YARD-HA VEN—Ar 8th. schs Mary, Magee,
and Victor, Perry, Hoboken for Boston; N V Rokes,
Thompson. Virginia for Bath; H E Willard, Willard. Richmond for Portland; Effort, Shea, Perth
Amboy for Salem; Annie Lee. Look, Weehawken
for Rockland; Elihu Burritt, Oliver. Hoboken for
Eastport.
Sailed, sohs Nathan Cleaves. Fanny Flint, Charlie
Morton. Geo D Perry, F Arthemius, Nicola, Abbie
H Brown, and Edw H Norton.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 8tb, schs Chase, Ingraham,
and Robt B Smith, Sprague, New York for Boston.
In port, sch Laconia, fm New York for Rockland;
Mabel Hall, and Richmond, for do; H S Boynton,
for Boston; Oregon, for do; Herald, do for do; Geo
E Prescott, for Portland.
HYANNIS—Ar 8th, sch Rebecca Florence, Crowell, Portland for Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, sch George S Tarbell, Higgins,
Baltimore.
Old 9th, brig Chas Dennis, Connacher, SoTliomaston, to load for New Orleans; schs Geo L Fessenden,
Beebe. Belfast toload for N York; Glide, Hutching-,
Portland.
Sid 6th, brigs Julia E Haskell, and Chas Dennis;
scfa Chas E Moody.
PORTSMOUTH Ar 7th, sch Ida Hudson, Peterson. New York.
Sid 8th, sch Isabella Jewett, Randlett, Islesoro.
Ar 9th, schs Nettie Cushing, Robinson, Rondout;
Marion Drai er, Bailey, Port Johnson.
Sid 9tb. sch Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Portland.
DEER ISLE—Ar 6th, sch Harriet Newell, Benson, Portland.

until you hate

Slippers

seen

cles at

BALTIMORE—Ar 8th. sch Arthur Clifford, McDonald, Salem.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, brig Am Uuion, Collins, Fernandiua.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, barque Franc Lambrith,
Gray, Manll i; brigs J enerlfte. Tucker. Bonaire 23
Rachel Coney, Coney. Curacoa 21 days; schs
days;
John Donglas, Douglas, SavannAh ; War Steed,
Uookln. Portland.
Cld 9th, brig A this, Gray, Femandlna; sch T S
McLellan, Bibber, St John, (Antigua.)
Sid 9th, barque Thos Fletcher, for Savannah; brig
Jeremiah for Cardenas.
Passed the Gate 9th. schs Mary W Hupper, from
New York for Boston; Nautilus, do for do; Albert
Jameson, do for Bristol; Gamma and H Curtis, Hoboken for Boston; Only Son. Port Johnson for do;
Nancy J Day. Amboy for Portsmouth; Alcora, do
for Newbury port.
NEW LONDON—Sid 7th, sch Nellie V Hokes
Rokes. Bath.
UNCASV1LLE. CT—Ar 7th, sch Jennie A Stubbs
Stubbs, Cape Hayti. 13 days.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th. schs Geo K Hatch, Murphy. Baltimore; Porto Rico, Armstrong" Amboy;
C W El well, Long, Hoboken; American Chief, Snow,
NewYork.
Sid 8th, schs Tennessee. Mitchell, for Baltimore;
Senator, Bonsey, Rondout; Yvndalia, Alley, for

liuuu,

Don’t Buy Your Christmas
my Assortment.

offering’ a great variety of attractive arti-

cola.

eodtl

on

the 16th.

F. O. BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
decll

Government Bonds, First Class

Securities,

Bank
Stock,
&c.,
Orders at New
bought and sold.
Tork and Boston Stock Exchanges

executed by wire.
Oc23

eodtf

Cure Your

Woodbury&Moulton,
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

Buy

and sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicitedOrders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

Exchanges.
Jy27

eodtf

Corns! A

Bf USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S
Entirely harmless; is not a
It removes Corns. Warts,
without leaving a blemish.

no

We

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
IN

Government Bonds,
CITY AND TOWN RONDS,
BANK STOCK, &C.

No. 32

Exchange

PORTLAND,

Street

show

CHRISTMAS CARRS

MARCUS WARD

FRANK B. CLARK,
Congress

St.
d2m

MAINE.
eodtf

CARD 2
Mr. Woodbury having been admitted
to the membership of the Boston Stock
Exchange, we are prepared to execute
orders at that Exchange at the same
rates of commission as those charged by
Boston Brokers.
Daily quotations of
the leading slocks are telegraphed ns
and
afternoon, and will be bulmorning
letined at our office for the benefit of the
WOODBURY
& MOULTON,
public.
Corner Middle & Exchange Streets.
dim

HOLIDAY
GOODS.
exhibit on FRIDAY, DEC. 3d, and every
day thereafter till January 1st, the Largest
and Choicest Variety of

We shall

Christmas & New Year’s Goods
we

have

ever

shown, including

ALL THE NOVELTIES OF THE

SEASON,

wish to

purchase or

sign

233o
dec2

MIDDLE STREET.
ThST is 2w

Decker Bros

’

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Also

a

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St. Block,

PORTLAND.

sep29

dtf

nol7

And

COLORMEN,

Dealers in Fine Art Goods of all

descriptions.

Christmas

Cards, Velvet and Fancy Frames,
An immense assortment.

16

apcclaltlM.

Temple Street,

deo«

Me.
Portland, d4t

PORTLAND, ME.

I offnr

PHOTOGRAVURES,

Also a Choice Assortment of

Limoges,
Faience, and

assortment

received,

a new

FINE SEAL

dlw

Fur

Work,
Wood,
Office,
Scrap,
Lunch, School, Hamper,
Clothes & Dog Baskets.

cheap.

Kendall & Whitney,
declO

dtf

CLIPPER

A

Kendall A Whitney.
Portland, Not 19,1880.

nOTJOeoddW

new

STAMPED^

a

lot of

low

DECORATIVE NEEDLE WORK,

price.

KENSINGTON OR
OUTLINE EMBROIDERY.

PERRY,
SALE

All material, (or Art Xeedle W.rk, la
great vurietr-

;

Drcss Reform
507 1-2

CHEAP FOR CASH,
thriving Manufacturing town iu New Hampshire. about fifty miles from boptoUj the Stock
and fixtures of a Keatly-amde <'lothin«, Oat.
Stock
ap and Fnroi**hi»« «-ood*. Store.

Address. ‘*Bn»ineg»”. care
Advertising Agent, *> Tremont

Uec‘Ja3tThS&l'u

CHRISTMAS CARDS.
593

Store,

CONGRESS

Street.

CYRUS F. DAVIS.«od»t

d«7

GOODS.

NOTKLTIEMIX

a

clean and desirable.
ofS. R. NILE**)
St., Boston, Maes.

Falmouth Hotel, Portland, He.
dtf

selling for

eodtjanl

IN

CO.,

MIDDLE,

STAMPING.

Fine Art
wholesale and retail by

am

245 Middle Street.
deo4
FOR

Portland, Dec. 8th, 1880.

Under
nov23

Trimmings

E. N.

—

PORTLAND.

B. F. WHITNEY &
CORNER UNION and

Otter Muff's and Boas,
Seal, Chinchilla and Beaver Sets

j uat received, at

at

We have the largest and best assortBoots, .shoes and Rubbers to be
fouudimhe State.
Call aud examine
our Newark, N. J. goods, made for us by
the celebrated makers, Hutton & Bliss.
We have also a flue line of Ladles’ Misses’ and Children’s Peb. Goat and Kid,
in the latest stvles. Also make to measure any style of boot or shoe desired at
reasonable prices.

Surpassed.
what I

dlw

ment of

suDerior to any in the market, and will
be offer 3d at a very low price.

very

BASKETS.

AND

lot of

SACQUES,

see

«

St.

FINE SHOES.

are

Call and examine, and
Seal goods.

DAVIS,

Congress

deed

PERFECT FIT WARRANTED.

French Clocks a Specially.

FRAME

598

—AND—

Thev

CYRUS

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS,

SEAL DOLMANS,

Cannot be

Pottery

Art

is dtf

These garments have just been made up from seleoted skins by the best New York makers, and for style and finish,

at

Exchange Street.

by

St.

“SEAL DOLMANS.”
Just

WiSEATER&CO.’S,
54

Congress

“SEAL SACQUES

-FOR-

fine

especially

which I am prepared to Frame In
the most artistic manner.

dtf

Ill PUTS.

dtt

FINE ENGRAVINGS,
ETCHINGS and COLORED

These Goods will be open for
sale on WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 8th, and will be
sold at our usual Low Prices.

FINE GILDING AND FRAMING
oar

Kendall & Whitney,

A fnll line of

dec8

SOLID SILVER

—

ARTISTS’

and Hartford Ferns.

declO

492 and 494

St.

A.T WHOLESALE Sc RETAIL

STUBBS BROS.,

Pot
Plant
Brackets,
Stands, Willow Work Stands,
Feather Dusters, School
Bags, Lap Boards, Dried Grasses,
including Pampas Plumes,

G. M. BOSWORTH, II_I
Congress

Bird

Sleds,

Carpet Sweepers.

Flower

p

591

Girls'

Sleds,

Cases,

for Holiday Gifts.

BOSTON PRICES.

dec9

choice stock of first-class

Boys'

most
in
market for House decoration.
Unique designs in POTTERY and CHINA, and many
nsefnl and ornamental articles

at

a

CALL and SEE

paruc-

French Flowers For Jordinleres,
Holiday Gifts.
the
desirable thing
the

induced to procure a full assortment of handsome and unique
Designs for this purpose, and in
connection
with my
Feltings,
Fringes, dec., will stamp any De-

not.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

For Christmas.

FOR

Having so many calls for Stamping Designs for Screens, Table
Covers,
Lambrequins,
Tidies,
Curtains, dec., dec.. I have been

and urgently invite all to look at them whether

they

Holiday Gifts.

ety.

STAMPING !

Portland Me.

Agent* for the Celebrated fsscsrJ Huraeaa

Damask Se's for the table.
Beautiful TOWELS and TIDIES, embracing many Novelties never show before.
In LACES, choice styles in
real Laces for neck wear, and
all the newest
things in
Hall, and Lace Ties, Scarfs,
and Handkerchiefs.
We shall offer HANDKERCHIEFS from 5 cts. to $8.00
each, an almost endless vari-

CO.,

Street,

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

vvu uuuiu iiicuiiiuu as

DE LA RUE and

515

Plum

Will be marked by a display
of Choice Goods for

ularly attractive, our stock of
FIlNE TABLE LINEN aud
NAPKINS.
New Styles in

comprising the choicest designs of

no22

CO.,

&

HORSE and CARRIAGE HURT,

assortment of

L. PRANG &

BAILEY

ADCTIONEEBS,

*

to

0.

-—

other.

prepared

ALLA A

of Furniture and General Merobt ndise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m
oeSdt
Consignments solicited.

F.
-A T

0. W.

Regular sale

sndtf

are now

large

Nalmrsou 18 Exchange 8l«

CHRISTMAS

and Callous,

hott.ln

CHRISTMAS CARDS.
our

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

113 Commercial St.

van a CURE IS GUARANTEED
Price 25 cents.
For sale by all Dmuglab.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testily to its value.
A»k for 8c blotter bee k’n Corn and Wart
Noireut and take
nov23

(ltd

__

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

V. O. BAILBT,

caustic.
Bunions

Salesman Wanted to Travel.
MAN of e'perieno** and one who c-»n command
Trade, may call on
SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY,

declldtf

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Rrnfih for nm.lvlnir In

..

d°Porgle

SLIPPERS

ELEGANT

—

Lined with White Lamb’s Woo].

NORFOLK—Ar Gtb, sch Albert Dally, Johuson,
New York.
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed out 8th. barque
Rosetta M<jNe4l, Pascal from Baltimore fur Pensa-

NEWS.

are the
New York, Dec.
6
Julia
consolidated..
is in ihe city, it is belter*** 111 connection with
3% Hale & Norcross.. 4%
Cleared.
the presidency of tJiG Panama Canal project.
2 Vs Grand Prize
1%
i Kelcber.
Brig Henry B Cleaves, Blake, Matanzas—PhinMexican
71
Best & Belcher. 8%
Washington Dec. ia-It is believed by
ney & Jackson.
Secretary Thompson that he will Bullion. 1 % Northern Belle. v-%
the friend*
bch M M Chase. Me Learn, St Pierre—master.
G%
1% Ophir.
a ’forma..
Sch Charles 'ihoiupson, Odell, st John, NB—Galin a fi— 'la.V8 tender iiis resignation and ac1
Overman.
-hoJar. 2%
Panama
of
tlieDe
ihe
& Co.
Lesseps
presidency
lagher
cel.,
Uuion Con.10%
Eireka Con.19
canal Company._
Nevada.
Sierra
6%
ornvu Point. 1%
Shipbuilding—Geo
Russell, of East Deering is
Exchequer..... 1% Yellow Jacket. 3%
at work on the traine lor a barqueutiue of 500
THE DOMINION.
tons,
Goud & Curry..... 4% Bodie. 5%
for J S W iuslow & Co, and others, of Portland, to
1% Potosi..1%
Savage
be commanded by Capt Andrews, now in
Con.
charge of
Virginia. 2%
Belvicder.. 1
Expelled Jesuits Settling in Canada.
sour Fred Jackson.
Market.
Montreal, Dei. 10.—A number of members
Fish
Gloucester
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
of tbe Jesuit order, expelled from France,
FOR THE WEEK ENDING Dec. 9, 1880.
BOOTH BAY, Dec 7—Ar. sch Lizzie Lane, West
lately arrived, have taken up quarters temnorfor
fare
wholesale,
prices
lots, Searsport lor liucksville, SC; Judge Low, Y\ heeler!
Our quotations are
arily with tlieir brethren in this city. The and jobbing
lo s command an advance on our tigPembroke for Boston; Cyuosure, oeavey, New forkSeminary of Sulpice has provided a farm of "
Venture, natlleld. Hillsboro.
800 acres for these exiles at Oka, and they will
Georges Codfish—$5 V2 p qtl for large and $3%
Dec b-Ar. sen Mary Elizabeth. Dunton, Portland
go there next spring.
forjineuium; pickled cured Bank $3%(j£$4% P qtl
Sid, sch E R Nickerson, Pinkham, New York.
for medium; dry cured Bank
f«»r
$3a.$3%
large;
a
Murderer.
of
Kxecution
$4% p qtl. Shore codfish $4%@S^ for
nominally
PORT OLYDE, Dec 6—Ar, sch Abby Weld, Gardof
the
murder
Thomas
William Gray, for
large and $3%@3% for medium. Haddock at
ner, Pembroke for Portland.
$?@
YVe quote Cusk at $2% @33,
Mulligan in September last, was hung in a jail
Dec 7 Ar, sch Chalcedony, Thompson, Machias
yard at Sherbrooke, Province of Quebec, th a $2%, Hake $1%@1%; 1 American Pollock $l%(a for Portland.
2 %, and English do at $ % @32 % qtl.
sobs Toronto, for Portland; Jerusha Baker
bailed,
morning at 8 o’clock.
Boneless and prepared tisn from 3%@4c p Jb for
for Machias.
Hake and Cusk to 6 %@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Coal on the Rise in Chicago.
Halibut at 10%@llo p lb. Smoked Salmon|16c;
List of Vessels built iu the Diairict of BelChicago, III.. Dec. 10.—Ten days ago the Scaled Herring
16@24c p box. Bloaters at 6 cp
fast iu 18SO.
Chicago Coal Exchange advanced the price of
hundred.
anthracite coal troin 57 to $7.50 per ton. Last
Schr J H Eels, 144 tons, built at Camden.
Mackerel—We notice sales of Shores at SI3@$14
Annie L Henderson. 42b tons, at Camden.
night the Exchange held a meeting and put p bbl for Is, $ *1/4 a;$5% for 2s, $3% a$4 fui 3s.
Aus in D Knigbt, 391 tons, at Camden.
Pickled Herring at $3@$3% bbl for round Shore,
tiie price np to §8. The leasuu alleged is that
Eastfor Labrador and Nova Scotia split.
ltobie L Foster, 431 tons, at Camden.
8
coal
has
bituminous
is
that
the supply
short,
do
Newfoundland
round
Stella M Kenyon, 375 tons, at Belfast.
$2%@2%.
$2%@$3;
port
advanced accordingly and is from SI to $d pe
14 p bbl; Salmon $*.0 p bbl; Swordfish|at
Nellie b Pickering. 279 .ous, at Belfast.
Trout
$
ton higher than it was early in the fall. In me
Halibut
at
at
Haddock
Codfish
$6.
$3%,
$3u.7;
Augusta O Gross, 150 tons, at Belfast.
rural districts of the northwestern anthraciie
neads 33V2, Halibut Fins 39 bbl, Fins and Napes
coal is selling from S’0 to 512.
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
at $4%, Tongues $0, Tongues aud Sounds at $10;
Ale wives $4%.
Ar at San Francisco 9th inst, ship Ivy, Lowell.
Market Fish—$3 and §2 p cwt for steak and
New York, (June 30.)
A Dark Diy in Porkopolis.
market Codfish; 82 01
Haddock, |$i% for Cask,
Ar at Cowes otb inst, barque C B
Hazeltine, GilCincinnati, De< 10.—To day was one of the Hake aud Pollock; Fresh Tongues 8c p lb.
Havre tor New York, wiudbouud.
key,
Fresh Halibut—No stock of consequeuer for sevdarkest days eve' known. At 11 o’clock this
Ar at Liverpool 9th lust, steamer Lake
Winnipeg,
of
resent
sales
small
lots
at
1.0
notice
we
morning the darkness was almost as dense s>s eraltb.days;
j Berasou, Portland.
p
Sid 7tb. snip Lake Erie, Pilcher, Portland.
Tne gaslight* thri Ugho t
on a cloudy uiylij.
and
at
In
$1@
Frozen Herring
selling
good supply
Ar at Melbourne btb,
barque W H Besse. Barker.
the city are ligated in tiie houses as at nigin.
$1 % p bnudrsd.
Boston.
Pu.c Medicine Oil at 90o p gal, orude do at BOe;
B.ackfish Oil tfOc; Cod do 40c; shore do 38c; Porgle
The ironwork forth* new Chaudiere railway
2XUUOBANDA.
bridge at Ottawa, Cau., was seized Thursday
teb Helen Mar, from Sullivan for New York,
scrap $12 » ton; Hallbat do $10; Liver do
at
TU*
Iron
is
valued
for under-valuation.
Which
in
here
Nov 27, after striking a sunken
put
bucket.
$9%; Livers 4 Jo P

lO.-^cretary Thompson

of

Bangor.

decl

PORT UF PORT!.AND.

Government securities:
United States 6’s, 1881,

California fflinmg «locks.

—

DEATHS.

.8a'03 of the Broker’s Board, |Dec. 10.}

Northwestern preferred.139%
Ylilwaukee & St. Paul. 110%
St. Paul preferred.121
New Jersey Central. 79%
Uuion Pacific.197%
83%
Western Union 'lei. Co...

Is tile Price.

SPECIAL SALE

New York.

*u28

In Saccarappa, Dec. 10, Ella May Ayers, youngest daughter of James and Ellen A. Ayers, aged 2
years 11 months 9 days.
In Auburn, Nov. 27, Hrs. Nellie, wife of Warren
Foss, ng< d 24 yeai8.
In i iiiMk id, Nov. 10, Nellie M. Maine, aged 22
years u months.
In Lisbon Falls, Nov. 26, Mrs Angelme Avery,
aged 60 years 8 months,—widow of the late Rev.
Samuel Avery.

75C

a

4th, sch F A Mageu, Treworgy, Charleston.
FERNANDINA—Ar 1st, teb Alai the w Kinney,
Estes. Philadelphia.
TYBEE, GA—Ar 8th, sch Geo E Dale, Pierce,

DEALERS

85,000 Eastern Railroad 4%s. 99%
2 Boston & Maine Railroad.146 %

124%

To-Day

Ar

IllA RRlAOEn.

liodton (Mock Market.

Northwestern.

commence

sold.

Commercial street;
.-Corn--OatsChicago .—Wheat—,
Feb.
Jan
Jan.
Time.
May.
May. Jan.
9.38.-.103Vs 104
337s 44%
9.41..
36%
10.07.. .102%
44% 32%
103%
10.31..
30%
39% 447s
36%
11.00. ..102% 103% 39% 44%
44%
36%
11.31 ..102%
12.10. ..103% 103% 39% 44% 32% 36%
12.35.. 103
32% 36%
1037s
1.02.. 102% 103% 39% 457s 32% 30%
Call.... 102% 103% 39% 44% 32% 36%

bake Shore.-.122%
.Ylicmgan uenirai..
40%
Erie
79
Erie preferred

JLl-Vfec.

Livrkpooi Dec. 10—12.30 P. VI. -Cotton maiket
in moderate
and freel
supplied; Middling
uplands at g%; Orleans G 13-10 ;sai«& 10,000 bales;
specula) ion and e*o*u 2,0ou

167

Illinois Central.120%
Chicago & Alton.138%
Chicago at Alton prefeired .142
C. B. iSQuincy. .1 73%
New York Central. 144Vs

Goodwin,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TURNER BROS.,

ship Indiana, Jack. New York.
GALVESTON—Ar 2d, sch S
Hitchcock, Reed,
New York.
NEW ORLEANS-Cld 9th, ship Lydia Skolfleld,
Miller. Livcrnool.
PASCAGOULA- Sid 3d, sch Forest Home, Kent,
I’orpm Christi.
CEDAR KEYS—Ar l*t, brig F.rueet, Robinson,
Havana.
JA« KSONV LLC-Ar 3d, sch City of Chelsea,
Cld nth.

up-

London, Dec. 10 12.3u P. M.—American securities—United StateB bonds 48, 117Va.

10.

Uuited States new 4%’s, coup.111 %
United States new 4’s,reg.1127s
United States new 4’s. .1137s
Pacihc 6’s of 95.128
The following were the closing quotations of
stooks:
Hock island.133

steady; Middling

Europeau lUarbets.
By Telegraph.)

by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,

(By Telegraph.)

■JL jtxxSi

Savannah, Deo. 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands ai ll%c
New Orleans, Dec. 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling
up ands 1 %o

received

reg..101%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.104Vs
United States new 5’s, reg.101%
U lited States new 6’s, coup.101 Vs
United States new 4%’s, reg...111 %

5834@69%c;

April.

Market.

commission; closed at 6; prime mercantile paper at
6(u)7, Sterling Exchange weak at 478%(&478% for
long and 481*481% lor short. Governments weak
at %@% lower for 4%s and 4s; others steady.
The stock market
Railroad bond" generally lower.
opened we:*A and Closed strong.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat
ed 452,000 shares.
lie touowmg are to-day’s elosing quotations of

at

>

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

York

January

Flour is dull. Wheat lower,
closed higher; No 2 Red Fall
as 1
Ol for cash and December; 1 02%%
1 03"% for January; 1 06% 1 07% Feoruaryjl 08%
%1 09% March; No 3 do at 99a.99%c, No 4 at 93
@94c. Con higher at 41 %@41%c cash: 41% a
4l Vac December; 4o%(a41%c for January; 41@
41%c Februaryc, 42c March; 43%43%o for
Oat* higher at 34c cash; 35%%35%c for January;
37% May. 1 ye is firmer at 85%o bid. Pork dull
at 13 25 asked cash 9r December; .4 20 January.
Lard active and advanced 6 40 asked.
Receipts -6,u0u bins aour, 24 000 bush wheat,
bush com. 7,000 bush oats, 2,000 busb
104
rye. 9.000 misb barley.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat,
35,uoo bush corn, 3,000 bush oats, 21,000 busl
barley. l.nOObush rye.
New York, Dec. 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands ll%c.

the forenoon of Demember 9th passed the
She showed a signal ior
sieamshiD Faraday.
She sent a boat with the purser
us to stop.
off, whom we took on board and brought to
this city. He reports that the steamor’s starboard engine is broken down.
New York policemen recently arrested for
interfering with the United States marshals
been convicted and reon election day have
manded for sentence.

New

do

NEW

I mSE TO SAY

Liverpool.

St Louis, Dec. 10.
opening and declining:

being investigated.
Steamship Lessing, from Hamburg, reports
stormy weather during her entire passage. On

were

58%58%o;

86%a87c. Barley strong at 1 07%. Pork in fair
demand and at 12 00 cash; 11 90 bid for December;
13 20 for January; 13 35
February. Lard active
and higher at 8 37%%8 40 for cash; 8 42%@8 46
for January; 8 55 for February. Bulk Meats easier;
shoulders at 4 20; short rib at 6 85: short dear at
7 00.
Receipts—16,000 bbls flour, 65,800 bush whoa*.
97.000 busb corn, 44,000 bush oats. 4,500 bush
ryo 14,000 bush barley.
Shipments-17,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat,
8.000 bush corn. 27,000 bush oats, 3,200 bush
rye, 16,000 bush barley.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
P. T. Baruum’s condition is much improved.
The three negroes, one woman and two
men, who murdered Mrs. Kennedy in Clarendon county last Sunday, were captured in
Chari stown, S. C., aud hanged on the nearest
tree to the place of the murder that would
hold them.
D eAOOad 1 (VC fnr rliirnrpA Iiava hAAn inRt.it.ntad
botweeu John F. Burrill, a prominent Chicago
Mason and his wife. Neither party claims to
know anything of the matter, and the case is

Portland, Dec.

*»« A|U) Knit, o«-

February; 44%@44%e for May. Oats active-and
higher at 323/sc cash; 32%o for December; 32%%
32 %c for January; 36%c bid May.
Kye easier at

_

The following quotations of Grain

1

Pn.l fnr

February at 59a69%c. Oats—cash scarcely so
strong; options firmer; receipts 34,000 busb;exports
270; sales 97,000 bush; No 3 do at 43%c;do White
43%%4334c; No 2 at 44%@44%c;do White 45%
%45%c; o L at 44»4c; do White at 48@49c; Mixed Western 42%4lo; White do at 4434%47%c, including 20,000 bush No 2 January 45%%45%c.
Mia gar quiet refined firm and in fair demand ;st*ndard A at 9%; crushed 9S4; powdered at 9%(alu;
granulated 9% a9%c. Viola**®*—Foreign dull;
New Orleans in moderate demand; 300 bbl- al 38%
5 >c. Petroleum is firmer;Ubited at 91T/g ;crude in
bbls at 6% %7; refine*! 9%. Tallow quiet; 90,000 lbs at 6%. Pork steady and mo leratelv ac
live: 400 bbls old mess on spot at 13 76: 8u bbls of
new 14 25; no futures.
Beef firm.
Lard opened
higher, advance lost ami closed shade lower; sales
386 tcs prime steam on gpot 8 82% @8 85%8 96,
latter choice; 600 for December at 8 87%; 4000
for January at 8 95%9 02%; 6500 for February at
9 05&9 16. Butter is weak. Cheese is firm for
choice.
Freights to Liverpool dull—Wheat steam 7%.
Chicago Dec. 10.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Wheat is unsettled and lower; No 2 Red Winter at
1 00%; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 01% bid for cash;
1 01% for December; 1 u3% for February; No 3
Chicago Spring at 86%87c. Corn dull and lower at
39%39Vac for cash; 39%c for January; 40%c for

London, Dec. 10.—The Times says: The
issue of the circular to the magistrates by
Forster, a month after Gladstone’s speech in
the Guild Hall, in which he stated that the
obligation to protect every citizen’s life and
property might compel the government to act
with an increase of power, proves that in the
judgment of the government itself matters
have grown worse, lit proves, also, that the
existing means for repression are of no avail.
If, in the face of the existing terrorism, the
magistrates aud police have not ventured to
enforce the law, will they be strengthened to
The authors
do so by Forster’s reminder?
of sedition and its abetters will laugh at this
tardy attempt to use obsolete weapons for
quelling a lawlessness whose growth they have
entirely failed to cheeck. Such being the case,
it miy well be asked whether the contingency
has not arisen at which Mr. Gladstone pointed.

rain

lit. Vn O

1 19%@l 20% ; January, 652,000 bush at 1 20%
@1 22»4 : February, 696,000 bush at 1 23o/l 26% :
v
White |for
■*:
May, 5* ,000 at 122% a11
December, 24,000 at 1 17%®1 17%. Bye is
steady; State at 1 00. Corn dull, heavy and lower;
receipts 53,214 bush; exports 46,837 bush;| sales
272.000 bush, including 72,000 bush on the spot;
ungradod at 66@59c; No 8 at 66%%56c; steamer
56®57c: No 2 at 58g58%c; new do at 67c; New
York Yellow at 58%58%c; Jersey do 57o; No 2 for

hot

visits on Wednesday night of a party
with blackened faces to the houses of several
herdsmen, whom they compelled to go down
on their knees aud swear that they would
Shots were fired and
leave their employers.
the occupants of the houses greatly terrified.
In one case the daughter of a herdsman was so
overcome that she is in a precarious condition.
Several herdsmen
obeyed the demands.
Similar midnight visits are reported from
various parts of the country.
The inquest on Kavauagh at Wicklow shows
that when he was brought out of his house on
the writ of eviction he begged one of the
bailiffs not to put him out of the house, but to
shoot him, as he could not bear to leave. lie
cried bitterly, and complained that after being
fifty years in Earl Fitzwilliam's employ he
should be turned into the road to die.
A cable special says the enemies of Mr. Parnell in Waterford have brought his recent
speech, made in that city, to the notice of the
Crown Prosecutor in the county, aud it has
been decided not only to indict Parnell in
Waterford but to furnish information to the
Attorney General at Dublin which will be
newevidence in one of the counts of the indictments which makes the agitator a party to
the State trials.
It is stated that the Marquis of Harrington,
the Lord Chancellor, Lord Selborne, the Earl
of Kimberly and Earl Spenoer, will join Mr.
Forster at the next meeting of the Cabinet to
all its fcrms upou the
urge coercion in
Premier.
London, Dec. 10.—Judge Fitzgerald, Baron
Deland, has received a
of Exchequer of
threatening letter saying that he will be murdered unless he charges lairly on the Limerick

from

__

Douieatic .flnrhem.
fBv Telegraph.!
Nww \-hK. Dec 10 Evening Flour—Receipts
60,142 bbls. exports 9683 bbls; without decided
change, closing dull and in buyers favor light expO't
demand; saies I5,0u0 bbls; >o 2 at 3oo.a3 75;
•Superfine Western and State at 3 30®4 00; extra; Western and State at 4 40®4 95; good to
6 0a6 76; White Wheat Western
0 mice do|tt
extra at 5 10 a6 00T fancy do at 6 10 ®7 00. exexira St. Louis at 4 60®
tra Ohio at 4 70 a6 85
6 75; patent Minnesota extra at 6 60®7 26: choice
to double extra at 7 30 ®8 40, including 600 bbls
'’itv Mills extra at 6 60; 2700 bbls No 2 at 3 00®
3 76; 1400 bbls Superfine at 3 30^4 00; 1400 bbls
low extra 4 40a4 76; 410<> bbls Winter Wheat ex.
Minnesota extra at
tra at 4 70®8 57); 4,10«* bbls
4 60a)H 40. '"Southaru flour is unchanged; extra at
6 00.® 5 60; choice 5 60a,6 75. Rye Flour easy
at 5 40®5 66 for Superfine. Corn Heal dull at
80® 8 60. Wheat receipts 71,280 bush: expons 59,979 bush; heavy, feverish ana unsettled,
opening heavy, closing steady at about lc advance:
sales 1,918,000 bush, lucuima 230,000 bush on
spot: ungraded Spring at 1 16; No 3 do 1 14; ungra ledRei 1 12 %@ 24 Va;No 3 do 115V2@@117;
No 2 do 1 19%®i 20% ; No 1 do at 1 26® 27;
Mixed Winter at l 17%@
steamer No 2 do l 17;
1 17%; ungraded White 1 14®1 18%; No 2 do at
1 16; No • do, 80,000 at l 16®1 18%: steamer No

cases.

British Bark Wrecked and all Hands but
tbe Mate Lost.
St. John, N. B., Dec. 10 —The British bark
Nonaburn, of and for London, with deals from
Miramichi. was wrecked at Si. George’s bay,
N. F., on the 22d ult., avid it is believed all
hands with the exception of the maet perished.
The captain died on shore the 5th inst. from
the effects of injuries received.

easier ;oommon
Sheep—Receipts 900 head;market
medium at 3 60®4 00; good to choice at 4 40®

76.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DOJlKttTIC POKTM.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 8th, ship Soltalre. Snow,

Nassau, NP.

(By Telegraph.)

to

rook near Green Island, bos repaired and reloaded,
ind Is ready to proceed.

CHARLESTON—Ar 9th, schCaveune, Hodgdon,

Chicago I *!▼« Block market.

promise that he would not use it, returned the
gun.
Thereupon Gormeley raised it to his
shoulder and tired.
ni

Deo.

„

M.

E.

octlO

Rooms,

Congress St.

FAIRWEATHER,
eodtf

GAS FIXTURES.
J.
Free

KINSMAN,
Street,

Kilborn’a
ft{8

opposite

Caro«t

Storo.
dtf

'i \H

K

PRESS.

WTUBDAT HORNING, i)EC. 11.

.IDVKBTISBMBNTS TO-DAY
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Stephen’s

St.
Grand

Christmas Sale.

Masque-ade Ball—Ferry Yilloge.
The Peoples* Spiritual Meeting.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Merry—B.
Ooa-^6.
Carlton Kimball.
Owen. Moore & Co. —4.

Tutoesbury.
NK

AD V EK1 I&EMJRNT&.

*

Ge •. C. shaw &
Robes-Merrv.

Co—Christmas Specialties.

Line—Allen & Co.
Christmas Slippers—Brown.
For the Holidays—Atwood A Wentworth.
I Rise to Say—E. T. Merrill.

Special

Card— >wem, Moere & Co.
Milliner—H S. Kaler & Cc.
Salesman Wanted— shaw, Hammond & Carney.
Portland Railroad Co.—Notice.
Canal National Bank.
Harvard University Examinations.

National Traders Bank.
To Let—House.
What to Buy—Coe.

Early Attention—Hayes

Your

Douglass.

&

Notice—G. Pullen.
Sleigh- for ^ale—Samuel Chase.
Casco National Bank.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Grand Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

100 pairs choice Gros Grain and
Fancy
Ribbons at half price at Carlton Kimball’s
out
sale
495
closing
to-day,
Congress street,
decll
d2t

If You Have a Dear Friend with diseased
lungs, m-tj him, as he vaiues his life, to take
Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
decGdGt
_

Men’s

driving Gloves,

Coe.

G2c.

Buy the “Harvard” Glove, not
some out

very

Thirty

very

hand-

oomiortaDie, price ouceuts.
Owen, Moore & Co.

years’ experience

of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is ilie prescription of one of the best
female physicians ami mmes in tbe United
States, and has been used for thirty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the c did it rests the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
nov27SMW&w6mo
Wolf and Buffalo Robes, the lowest,
Christmas and
cents to

825 at

Ladies' Far

Coe.

Trimmings.

Seal and Imitation Seal
Scotch

Caps

Coe.

Wedding Presents from 25
Owen, Moors & Co.’s

Ladies' fine Seal Furs.

Merry,

Hatter.

Caps. Merry,

87c to 81.00.

Merry,

Best S2.00 and 83.00 Hats.

Entire New Silk Hats, 83.50.

Hatter.

Hatter.

Merry,

Hatter.

Merry’s.

Gloves,Gloves, Mitts, Mitts. Merry, Hatter.
Be sure and attend the closing sale
tipday
Tewksbury & Co.'s stock in Motley Block.
Every thing must be sold without reserve.

of

Genuine Globe Collars,

X2J

each.
Owen, Moore & Co.

Coe sells Scotch

Caps

cents

for 75 cents.

creasing,
hardly
tles annnally.

fall short of

a

million bot-

dec8-W&S

Slipper Patterns and Materials for
Work at reasonable prices.

Fancy

Owen, Moore & Co.
For the lip there is no brightness,
For the teetli there is no whiteness,
Where SOZODONT has got noplace;
But those who use it know full well,
How bright and beautiful the spell
It throws o’er man nr woman's face.
Men’s Winter Caps 40c, and
Coe’s.

Boys’ 25c, at

ley.

Trover

chine.

The

Alice H. Ding-

vs.

'o recover

the value of

machine

was

sold to

sewing madefendant by
a

plaintiff and her note taken therefor. Subsequently upon a suit on the note the defendant successfully defended upon the ground of minority. As

soon as the defendant became of ago tbe plaintiff
demanded tbe machine, and upon the defendant reto give tbe machine up the plaintiff brought
fusing
-tilt
I'l,.
1 a!i
»KII.
..

—

could not be maiutaiued. Decision reserved.
Cobb for plff.
pride for deft.
Jane Fortune vs. John Sheridan. Assumpsit upon an vc > int annexed to recover $318 50 for servi es in vrssbine, ironing and cooking for defendant's family during the sickness of bis wife tor two
Defendant denies that the services were
years
and files an account in set off for money
toed and services, amounting to $340.
Decision
reserved.
Peabody for plff. Kingsbury—Looney for deft.

Krforraed

Municipal Court.
BEFOKK JUDGE KNIGHT.

Fsidav.—Chas. T. Sleeper. Intoxication. Fined
$3 an 1 costs.
Kdward Walker. Common drunkard. Thirty days
in • ity House of Correction.
James Dugtn. Searcu and seizure.
Fined $100
and costs.

Paid.

Brief Jottings.

Sharp snow-squall yesterday,

then cold and
windy. Mercury 14° at sunrise, 22° at noon,
wind north-north-east.
Mr. Cnmmings of this city is buying and
slaughtering sheep at Fort Fairfield, the carcasses to be shipped to Portland.
This jeir Westbrook Seminary returns to
the old divisions of the school year into three
terms, the winter term commencing December 28lh.
The regular monthly meeting of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union will be held
at the Friendly Inn this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
There was a heavy snow storm outside yesterday. One hundred and twelve vessels sought
a harbor here yesterday.
Bev. Dr. Carruthers preaches at the Second
Parish Sunday afternoon.
The Methodist Social Union of Portland and
vicinity, will tender a reception to Bishop
Peck next

Wedndsday evening

at Pine Street

Church.
The Disciples of Christ will have
this evening, and Sunday at 10^ a.

temperance meeting
sion this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
a

at

preaching

the

m.

Gospel

Mis-

All are invited.
Mr. Chase, the cruelty agent, killed a cow
on Park street yesterday which had
fallen on
the street while being driven across the city
and could not arise.
The alarm from box 64 last
caused by the burning oat tof a

evening was
chimney on

Green street.
a man ana woman

sougnt longings at the
station last night Who came over in the Ontario tb seek work in this country.
Uncle Oliver made them comfortable.
Attention is called to the change in the running time of the Deering horsecars, printed in
another column.
"After Death, What?”
Rev. Mr. Smyth will deliver the fifth lecture
in his course, to-morrow evening, at the New
Jerusalem Church. The lecture is the first of
three lectures which are to be given in answer
to the question "After Death,
What?” and
will be devoted to the consideration of “The
Intermediate World.”
The following is a
brief synoposis of the lecture:
The momentous question—The New Church
not the first to suggest the existence of the Intermediate World—The “h'Aeof”and "Hades"
of the ancient—The demands of Reason—Exfollows Death?—When and
planation—What
in what body do we rise?—The first
awakening
"the other side”—The final Judgment,
on
and how it is effected—The heart’s secrets disclosed—The ruling love—The final choice—
The departure of every one to "his own

place.”

The Poncas.
There will no doubt be a large turn out ol
our citizens to hear the case of the Ponca Indians presented at City Hall to-morrow
night,
when Messrs. W. H. Lincoln and T. H. Tib.
bles, and "Little Bright Eyes” will appear,
The admission will be free and the lecture
preceded by religious services.
In Boston grcal
interest has been taken in this matter, and dit,tfnzu shed Congressmen, clergy and the press
generally endorsed the Poncas claim.
St. Alban Commandery.
The annual election of ofHcers of St. Albar
Comm mdery, Knights Templar, took plact

Thursday evening,

as follows:
Em unit Commander—Wm. N. Prince.
Ge e;all»simo—E. B. Dennison.
Ca -tain General—Augustus G. Schlotter-

beck
•

Tr -usurer—Warren P. Chase.

Reoorder—Franklin Sawyer.

p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral Chcrch, (Episcopal,)
State St.,
Spriug.) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, Rector, Rev. 0. Morton Sills, Canon. Sunday services
10.30 a. m., 3 p. m. and 7 p. m. Week day services:
Daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy Days at 1J.00,) and 6
p. m. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30 a.
m., on Holy Days at 11.00 a. nu. Also at 7.00 a. m.,
on the 3d Sunday of the month.

Finance Committee—B. F. AndrewB, A. B
Stephenson, F. R. Farrington.

Yesterday Manager Hickson a nd the officers
of the Grand Trank, Mayor Senter, Hon. J.
B. Brown and others, made a thorough investigation of the company's property from Fish
Point to Atlantic wharf. It is evident that
the company must have increased terminal
facilities here.
We are informed that the
Allan line would have come here this winter,
as was stated early in the season, bnt the sole
cause of their not coming was because
they
could not be accommodated. Sir Hugh Allan,

No decision was reached yesterday.
Mr.
Hickson returned to Montreal by special train
last night and will decide there what shall be
done.
MUSIC AND

THE DRAMA

St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lo
cust St.—Rev. C. J. Ketchum, rector.
Divine ser
vices on Sundays at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10 Vj and at 3 p. m. Sunday
School at LV2 p.m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
West En M. E. Churcii. Rev. W. F. Holmes,
pastor. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
West Church Congress St.—Rev. J. F. Morgan
pastor. Sunday School at 11 a. m. Preaching at 3
»

Woodford’s Cong. Church. Rev. S. Winchester
Adriance, pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p.
m.
Sabbath school at 11.45.
Evening sermon—
the Bible.
Men’s Christian

Young
Association, Con
gress Street, corner Elm.—Meetings at 9 a. m. and
7
p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7V2
p. m.
MISCELLANEOUS.

8yA temperance meeting will be held in ConHall Sunday evening at 7 o’clock, which will
e adoreased by Kev C. J.
Clark, pas.or of the
Ch snut St. M. E. Church, J. J <*errish, J. A. Anderson Mud others.
The tinging will be by the

gress

half hour will be devoted to music.
B3P"lheDisciples of Chri-t meet every Lord’s
Day at Farrington Block to attend to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread, and the prayers, at
3 o’clock. Seats
ree.
E3F*Mrs. Hunt Morgan will pre-ch on Sunday,
Dee. 12, in the Bradley Church at 3 p. m., and at
Nason's Corner at 7 p. in.

Personal.
Gen. J. A. Hall of Damariscolta, and Geo.
D. Bisbee of Buckfield were>at tbe Falmouth

yesterday.
Mrs. Margaret Varney,

mother-in-law of
Thomas S. Lang, died at his residence in Dallas, Oregon, Nov. lGth. at the age of 87 years
and 8 months.
The following are the students from Maine
in Yale College: Theological department, W.
G. Mann, Skowbegan, and J. Tuttle, Perry,
Middle; A. H. Peuuell, Westbrook, Juniors.
Academical department, H. P. Garland, Biddeford, O. H. Briggs and Lawrence Bolfe,
Auburn, Seniors; JS. L. Dillingham and H.
C. Jeffard, Bangor, G. P. Richardson, Bath,
and R. M. Rolfe, Auburn, Juniors; E. N.
Dmgley, Lewiston, D. S. Kuowlton, Biddeford, and G. S. Lynde, Bangor, Sophomores;
G. R. Blodgett, Bucksport, F. H. Dodge, Bangor J. O. Lincoln, Bath, and A. P. Wilber,

Augusta.
Mr. Horace Littlefield of Prospect died on
Wednesday of last week, at the age of seventyyears. Mr. Littlefield was a native of
Wells in York county
In 1832 he went to
Brooks and made an opening in the woods at
what is low called Litchfield’s Corner.
Here
he built a log house, felled trees, cleared his
laud aud made what is now one of the best
two

farms in Waldo county.
Ho lived on the
farm until 1868 when he removed to Prospect
where he has since rfsided. His wife survives
him.

Matthews, editor of the Caribou Republican, has beeu appointed deputy collector
of customs at Fort Fairfield,vice M. D. Teague
S. W.

3 and 7
p. m. by Howard Murry, evangelist from the
provinces. The evangelist has always been
very successful in the Master’s service, in winning souls to Christ. All are cordially invited
to come in and hear these three sermons.
The Ladies’ Temperauce Praying Band will
hold

ence.

school at 2

Japan and

bonnet.

Friday.—*amuel L. Whitney

What Resulted from Yesterday’s Confer-

Congress St. M. E. Church, Rev. A. S. Ladd
pastor Preaching at lOVs and 3 by Rer. L. H. Bean
of Saco. Sunday eohoo) at IV2. Social meetings at
e.and 7Va.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
wetherbee, pastor. Sunday School at 10.30 a. m.
Preaching at 2.30 and 0.30* p. m. Gentral prayer we are Informed on excellent authority, promeeting immediately following evening preaenmg.
fors to sail his ships to this port heoause it is
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
more satisfactory from
Linoolu Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
every point of view.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m.
Preaching at3. I But the Grand Trunk had not the facilities to
Prayer meetings, Sunday at 7 p. m.; Tuesday and accommodate three lines of
steamers.
The
Friday at 7.30 p. m.
new wharf and elevator must b# built and the
FifeST Parish Church.—(Unitarian), No.
2—
Congress St. Morning service at 10Vi a. m. only question is how. Mr. Hickson sees that
Vespers at 7 p. m.
the city cannot help.
The assistance then
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Rev K.G. F egre.pastor. Preaching at 10Vi
must come from our citizens.
a. m.
school
at
m.
12l,fe p.
Sunday
(English,)
The Portland Company have a large plant
First Free Baptist Society, corner of Cumand works, employing many men. One scheme
berland and Casco St.—Rav.J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. is that the Grand Trunk buy the property outPrayer meeting Sunday evening at 7V2, Young Peoright and run the works themselves, and at
ple’s Meeting Friday evening at 7 V*.
the same time they may use a por tiou of the
First Universalist Church, Congress Square
Rev. Win. E. Gibbs, pastor. Services at 10 V2 a. m.
The
yard as an addition to their own yard.
and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Subject of Portland
the e*euiug sermon, '• Abraham
Company wharf has one hundred
feet frontage. To this one hundred and fifty
Free St. Baptist Church—Rev. Jas. McWhlnnie pastor. Morning tervice at
10 80. a. m.
feet more cau be added, and if bought by the
Sunday School 12 m.
Sunday School concert Grand Trunk
the three huudred feet dockage,
7 p. m.
now the property of both corporations in comHigh St. Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.3u a. m. Sunday School at mon, also, and the whole made into a wharf of
12 m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
solid crib-work with a chance fjr an elevator
India St. Universalist Church.-Rev. C. A.
and big enough for the Parisian to lie at, a
Hayden, pastor. Services at 3 aud 7 p. m.
Kmghtville m. E. Church, Hev. B F. Estes,
steamer 600 feet long.
Then again, at that
pasier. No morning service. Sunday school at IV2
poiut, Gen, Ttnm and the Harbor Commisp. m.: pre ctii' g at 2Vfe p. m.; praise meeting at 7
p m.; social meeting at 7 '*> p. m.: Tuesday evening
sioners say such a wharf would be an advanat 7V2: class meeting Friday evening at 7*A.
tage rather than an injury, and the General
New Jerusalem Church, New
Street.—
High
would see that the dredging was properly done.
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Divine Services at lOVfe
a. m.
Preaching by the pa-tor.
Evening serv- To carry ouf such a scheme there is talk of a
ice at 7 o’clock. Lecture
the
pastor. Sub'ecfr;
by
•‘The Intermediate World,” being the arst of three
company to be called the Portland Wharf and
lectures on ‘‘Life after Death.”
ElevatA- Company, who would issue bonds,
Peoples* Spiritual Meetings—Army and Naguaranteed by the Grand Trunk and Atlantic
J. Wm.
vy H 11, Cor. Brown and Congress sts.
rletcher of Englaud, Inspirational medium, will
& St. Lawrence roads, bearing a good rate of
occupy the platform at 2.30 aud 7.10 p.m.
interest. The property would be leased to the
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rev. J. F. Hutchin8
Grand Trunk for ninety-nine years, and at the
pastor. Bible reading 101,* a. m. bv the pastor.
Sabbath school 1 Vfe. preaching by Rev. Wm. J.
end of that time the road could buy the propMurphy of Cape Elizabeth Depot at 3.
Prayer
erty at a fair valuation. Or, if the Portland
meetings 6 and 7 p. m.
Company alone should go into the scheme, the
Portland Liberal Christian Fkaternitv
bonds could be issued as a first mortgage on
ground flour of Mechanics Halt. corner Congress
a-.d Casco streets.—Preaching by the pastor, Subthe property.
of popular theology, nameject:the“is the arch-tiend
ly,
devil, a fiction or a fact?**
On the other hand, the Grand Trunk has
Preble Chapel.—Sunday School at 2 p. m.
advisers who suggest that they stick to their
Preaching at 3. p. m. Free to all.
own property.
These advisers say that it is
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 143 Free
absurd for the company to hesitate when they
St. Elder Frank Burr pastor.
Services Sundav
at 10.30 A. M. and 8 and 7. P. M. Elder Wm.
can get all they money they want in London at
H. Mit hell of Biddeford will preach tomorrow.
3 per cent. Tho Barings are large owners in the
Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, Pastor. Preaching
Grand Trunk and they can furnish all the
at 10Vis a. m. and 3 p. m.
Miislonary meeting in means needed. These advisers add that the
the evening. Sunday School at 1% p. m. So ial
road has got to have additional facilities to do
religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday and Friday
evenings. All are welcome.
the business that must gravitate here, and it is
Sons of Temperance
Hall.-Meeting of the better to own them than to be a lessee or subStiritual society at 2.30 p. m. Subject:
The
evidence ©f spirit intercourse—its value to every
ject to any complication.
lover of temperance, morality and religion.
Come
There seeme to be a difficulty, also, in getand hear.
One or
State Street Congregational Church, Rev.
ting some men up to risk anything.
E. Y. Hincks, pastor.—Preaching at 10Vs a. ra., by
two of our leading men are ready and willing
the pastor.
to do their part, but others hang back, It is to
Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.
the Grand Trunk that Portland owes a great
A. Hayden pastor—Services at 11. a. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Reodeal of her prosperity a nd that should be retor. Services at 10y* a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday membered.

p.m.
Evening; Prayer Meeting.
Williston
Church, Congregational, corner
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m., by the pastor.
Sabbath school at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at
7 p. m.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDOS

Betukl Church.—Services lOVi a. m.f 3 and 7Vs
p. m.; also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7 Vs
m.
All from sea and land are Invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Chestnut St. M. E. CHURcn, Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. PreachinglOVii a. m. aud 3 p. m. Sunday
school 1^ p. m.
Young peoplo’s meeting at 0.
Prayer meeting 7
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every evening at 7*4.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting l) a. m. Sunday
School at lOVfe a. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer aua Praise meeting at
7 Vs D. hi. All are welcome.

(near

National Taste Clearly Defined.
The sale of Atkinson’s White Rose exceeds
that of any other perfume, and constantly incan

Wilson, pasmeeting at 7.

p.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

THB GRAND TRUNK FACILITIES.

Sunday Services.
Abyssinian Church.—Rev. J. G.
tor. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Evening

resigned.
Mr. Geo. E. Brackett has been chosen a
member of the State Board of Agriculture
•
from Waldo county.
James Redpath has been invited to address
the Irish Laud League of Lewiston and Auburn.
Rev. C. A. Hayden will give a course of lectures in the India street church on the Doctrine of a Future Life, beginning next Sun-

day.

Subject—“Spiritualism.”

It is believed that the mining lute ests of Maine
in a condition to susiaiu suitable works for
the reduction of ores. Portland is considered
by
a 1 to be the proper p ace for the erection of snch
works, being a convenient center for all the mining
districts of ,\ew Euglan i.
Many of our mines are
now producing ores in greater or less quantities, of
are now

nA.llUBQa

t.rt

Otiguru

o

nn.fit

striking merit, and at the same time
be acted exceedingly well, in order
them to much applause. Rarely is

it must
to excite
an audi-

aroused to such enthusiasm as was the
last evening when Mr. Habberton’s new
drama of “Deacon Crankett” was produced at
New Portlaud Theatre. So much has been

ence
case

written, and well written, about the piececopious extracts from exchanges have
been published in these columns—that it does

such

seem as if we could add
anything to the
unanimous verdict of the press elsewhere.
That Mr. Habberton’s play has faults it would
be absurd to deny. Its construction is faulty
from the manner in which the situations are

not

forced on the spectator; as, for instance, when
the detective rushes in, at the close of the
first act, to arrest Egbert Gray. Not but what
the sit lation is proper enough, but it is not

gradually worked up to. It strikes one sud.
denly. Then again, although we do not
agree with Mr. Winter’s scathing diatribe
(while we admit the sceue is entirely iu harmony with the idea of a New England deacon's household) we must acknowledge we do
not like the reading of the Bible in the scene
of family devotions.
It offends the better
of a commun ity. It is not intended to
offend. It is in its very essence religious. And
yet it jars a little.
taste

aud

tau

ucai

tins unui; s>ui

uecause 11 is

throughout so sweet

aud clean and wholesome.
A sweeter, or purer, is not on th$ stage today.
It exhales the perfume of the Maine woods.
It breathes an atmosphere as delicious and
Its diacrisp as that of our winter nights.
logue is full of a quaint humor that is never
forced. Its sentiments are brave and manly,
and its villain is proven no villain from the
power of redemption that comes from the nobility of those with whom he is thrown in
contact.

The plot we have already given in extenso.
The acting was admirable from the most important to the smalles.. character.
Mr. Ben
Magiuley—who appeared here with the Rankins last season as the judge in the Danites—
found in Deaoon Craukett a character that
fitted him like a glove. He possesses Buch a
broad aud ample form, with such a beaming,
jolly, open countenance; he is so unctuous, so
proud of his own harmless jokes—some of
which are remarkably good, as when he located
hell
in
New
York—aud
further
there
is
about
still,
the
min,
an
such
of
atmosphere
simple honesty
aud goodliness.that we feel at once that he rises
far above the Joshua Whitcombs and Alvin
Joslins that are made to typify the New England farmer of the present day. He was ably
supported by Miss Annie Ware, who, as Mrs.
Crankett, gave a capital characterization.
Eery little detail was most carefully worked up
by her, such as her absorption in the letter from
Eleanor.
Mr. Wheelock’s Joe Thatcher is a strong and
very clever portraiture, and we do not wonder
that it fairly wrested praise from the Boston
critics who have heretofore denied it to him.
It was one of the most powerful delineations
seen on this stage. For working up to a climax
we have never witnessed a scene that
compared
with that in the second act, where he tells Gray
all the reasons why he should kill him. The
intensity of his passion keyed up the nerves of
his listeners to the highest pitch, and yet his
voice through the most of the scene hardly
rose above the conversational tone.
But how
much scorn and hatred it contained.
Mr.

Roberts,
onded

as

Egbert

Gray,

admirably

sec-

Mr. Wheelock, aud not only were
curtains demand, d, but
afterwards
Messrs. Wheelock and Boberts were called
before the footlights.
In the fourth act,
where Egbert confesses his wickedness to the
Deacon, and afterwards to Joe, the a’ ting of
all was very strong, and all were called before
the curtain. In the third act the scene between Joe aud Eleanor was full of emotional
power, and about as stroug a situation as can
be imagiued, one that brought tears to many
eyes, was when Joe turns at the door as Elea-

two

Portland Smelting and Reduction W orlts.
Thj trustees of the company, F. L. Bartlett
and Lorenzo Taylor,-have issued a circular in
regard to the above works The trustees say:

o.ifRAlAnt.

DEACON CEANKBTT.

Portland theatre-goers are proverbially cold
and hard to please, and a play must possess

1...

of freeing, provided the works are at a convenient
It is believed that ihe
distance twin the mines.
erection ol such works is the on y step now requlr d
to
taken
euBurc
the
success
of the mining inbe
to
dustry in this state.
In ord r to meet this demand there is now being
erected in Portland a plant of sufficient capacity to
ti eat such ores as have already been extracted and
are likely to be within the next few yeais
It is
prop Bed to start iu a small way. but w ith sufficient
capital to extend the works as the increase of business may denoted.
of the company will he $75,000,
The
divided into 750 shares of $100 each, all of which
shall be put Into the treasury and sold iu such lots
as may be deemed expedient by the directors.
For
the present the
of the works will he from
teu to twenty touB
It is Intended to make
these works a center for the ore trade of the eastern
Atlantic coast.

capital

capacity
dally.

She whs

apparently not
She was supposed to be

waterlogged evidently
been long abandoned.
a Norwegian bark and

the steamer’s officers oonld make
out was named the Ella.
On the 9th of December, at 8 o'clock a. m.,
when 72 miles west of Seal Island, near
*i near

as

Cape

Sable, Novia Scotia, the steamer passed a vessel bottom up. She was apparently a schooner
of about 200 tons. Her spars and
rigging were
attached to her and were
floating by her side.
No name could be made out.
Knightville.
The interest in the Methedist clmrch is
gaining under the earnest labors of its pastor,
Rev. B. F Estes.
The pastor wishes all to

bring their singing books. He will have aflfteen
minutes praise meeting after which he will
take up the missionary travels and
spend
about ten minutes on them each evening
before the social meeting.

produced

VOTES.
that Mr. Jes
despatch from Albany
sop’s new play, ‘‘Sam’l of Posen,” (M. B. Cur
tis as Sam’l) made a great hit there Thursday
A

night. There
performance.

was

great enthusiasm

over

the

Prof. Saucier’s piano recital at Rossini Hal!
should draw a large audieuce Tuesday.
A new comic opera, “Nisida,” by Genee
the composer of “The Royal Middy,” was pro
duced at the Thalia Theatre, New York, on
Tuesday evening. It resembles Genee's earlier opera in the character of the music, which
is light and tuneful, and often pretty; the li’-retto is amusing and it affords au opportunity
for rich scenic display and for clever acting.
Tbe story deals with the adventures of a
prima donua who has broken her engagement
and tied to Cuba, whither she is followed by
Iter manager and two of his
agents, and details their adveutures, which are varied aud
entertaining. There are a number of taking
melodies scattered through the score, which,
without possessing any
particular musical
valne, will doubtless prove popular and serve
to secure the success of the work, which is oi

the lightest possible character.

NOVELTIES,

Secured for the

NEW

Holidays.

tho people

Prang

as

well

as a

compliment

layer

Dressing Sacks & Night Robes.
Elegant Neckwear.
English and French Silk Braces.
Fine Hosiery and Gloves.
Unique Designs in French Jewelry.

Messrs.

to

FURNISHING

ployed

examine the present conditions of
Memorial Hall, aud it is understood that their
report differed in some essential particulars
from that of Messrs. Voso and Fassett, previously made. The general design of the interior finish of the hall is said to be exceedingly
beautiful and impressive, and the committee
are res lved to make the hall, for which Mrs
Stone has so generously provided, one of the
finest in the country. Some alteration will be
made In the present vestiole to admit the intro,
to

duction of a more spacious entrance and stairway than is now possible. The work will bo
pushed on as fast as possible, but the repairs,
for the walls caunot be made until early spring.
It is quite doubtful if the hall can be finished
by Commencement, but the dinner may perhaps be held there even if the decorations and
details are not complete. The next meeting of
tue committee will be in Portland at some time
about the last of next week.
A musical association has been formed, numbering about sixty students. The services of
Mr. Kotzschmar have been secured.
About twenty-five members of the college
have gone out teaching in different parts of the
State. They usually finish their labors in season for the reviews of the winter terms.
The Senior aud Junior exhibitions will take
place on Thursday evening, the 16th. The following Juniors have beeu appointed to take
part;—Bates, Belcher, Merryman and Stinchfield. The term dance will take place after
the exhibition. Music by Chandler.
A series of six “Germans” is being arranged
by Prof. Rosenberg of Bath, to occur at intervals during the winter term.
Over S600 has beeu subscribed for the support of the base hall nine durine the next season.
This will assure the making of a trip to
Massachusetts next summer.

W ncnnft

nrtvn

dieil

~«

Thriving on One Meal a Day.
The Lewiston Journal has the following:
Our Lewiston Edison, the inventor Silver,
has been experimenting upon himself the past
two or three years.
For several months he
has eaten but one meal a day, and that about
10 o’clock in the evening, immediately before
retiring. He works ten hours a day at his
machinist's post, without eating or drinking
anything. His friends have put no crape on
his door. Iustead of pining away and dying,
Mr. Silver has gained thirty-five pounds in
flesh. He is not hungry until bed time.
He
drinks nothing—neither water, milk, tea nor
coffee. All the fluids his stomach receives
are from the fruit and vegetables which make
He eats no
up the major part of his living.
meat, as he believes animal food is animalizing. He lives mainly on oatmeal and graham
without salt. He eats apples, grapes and all
fruits liberally. His friends say Lie is extraordinarily good natured, much stronger and
healthier.

Feb. 8.
March

Schooner

Tonnage

Steamer

Montauk
J. W Hawkins
Graco Smith

April
Sohooner

10.65
79.71
79.95
83.38
131.99
12.63

Act®

June 5

uah
<*

Saranac

Congress Caller, single

Cloth Top Congress Boots.
ton Boots, A, B, C and D.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The term at Kent’s Hill opens with 130 students.

midnight

marauder Bhould

not

be

banished from our dwelling any more quickly
than should a Cough or Cold of any kind be
Dr. Bull's Cough
driven from the system.
quietly yet positively places all Colds I

Syrup

under its control.

Price 38 cents.

us

direct from

Castanas .10c per lb
Pecans .16c
Shell Bark Walnuts.12o
Chestnuts
Mixed Nuts.,16c per lb

..

we

have

put in

Large Variety of those Famous

a

in

SOLD

ONLY

BY

US.

we

have

Coconaut Balls.20c

11

Fig Candy.20o

'*

Almond

Broken

1
Cocoanut Creams.
20c
| Imperial Almonds .....' 20c

M
"

Gandy,

I8cts. per pound,
6 Pounds for $1.00.

Prepared Mince Meat,
MISCELLANEOUS LIST.

LADIES’
Goat, Button, only $2.00. Low Vamp, Bo* Toe,
Button Boot* for Street Wear, S, M, F and FF,

_

_only

_

that

$2.76.

LADIES’

will flt your Long, Slim, Narrow Feet.

Low

Peach

Butter,

C. & B. Anchovy Sauce.26c
C. & B. John Bull Sauce, per bottle.50 and 75o
**
44
Soho
50o
..

44

44

Vamp, Quart' r over Vamp, Oil Goat, Button,

Marmalade
26c
Wiesbaden Fruits, glass jars.lK)c
Mixed French Jourde Fruits, glass Jars.1.00
Preserves in Pompeian Jars, 4 lbs.1.00
Perry’s Fruits in he vy syrup Jars..1.10
French Prunes in glass jars.80c
Wine Calf s foot Jelly, per bottle.75c
Brandied Cherries.35c
Montserrat Fruit Cordials, por bottle.65c

••

Harvey

44

75c
75c
Quince
75c
14
75c
Raspberry Butter,
*'
76c
Ouava Jelly, per box.
15, 25 and 50c
Pure Fruit Jellie* and Jams, per tumbler
30o
i*
44
Preserves
.45c
4
Scotch
per jar.30c
"

44
...

44

Mushroom
India *ov.

44
44

*.'.’.50o

44

Walnut Catsup
4*

44

44

30 and f»0c
30 and 60o

40o

Bongal Chutney.66c

44

£PPe

Hoots with Large Ankles, all Sizes and Half Sizes.

BOOTS

& R. Plum Pudding..30, 60 and 76c can.
Florida Orange Marmalade, 6 lb pails.$1.00
Sweet Cider Jell v,
75
SbakerApple Sauce, per pail,.50 and 75c.
R.

The proper Boots for your

Tobasco sauce.
60c
L. & P. Worcestershire Sauce.35, 50 ami 76«
Halford’s Table
.35c
Baldwin Tomato Catsup, extra fine,
20 and 30c
C. & B. Anchovy Pane, per Jar. 60c
Yarmouth Bloaters, per jar... ...60e
4*
Salad Dressing, per bottle.50c

Cowdrey’s Salad Dressing.

j

44

..

.25,

40 and 60c

French Table uil, per bottle.50 and 75c
44
44
44
Italian
.35, 60 and 85c
C. & B. Currie Powder, per bottle.30c
French Papers, per bottle.
35 and 45c
44
Stuffed Olives
75e
C. & B. Olives. .* 40 and 76c

AA, A, B, C and D.

S

Oreraboes and Bubber Boots properly repaired.

TV

■

Side Lace Boots

We guarantee the QUALITY of our goods to salt in EVERY case, and
low when this is taken into consideration.

^

1^

M

BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.
421

Congress St., Sign

decll

463

sirable
Our $4 and $5 Beavers
and $3.00.
Our $3.50

Beavers,

$2.50.
Our $3.00 Beavers,
$1.50 and $2.00.

$1.00

now

SCRATCH HATS.

$1.5(V

Former Price

60, 02

now

out

being

and

We advise early selections, and will be pleased
to lay aside goods if small
amount is paid on them.

$2 and

now

are

duplicated.

be

cannot

$2.75

now

goods

rapidly closed

The forenoon is much
! the best time to visit our
i store, avoiding the afterI noon rush.
;

and 75 cents, according to shape.

deoil

YOUR

MILAN HATS.
now

65 cents.

early attention

CANTON HATS.
Former price 50 cents,

now

15

is invited to onr
Assortment of Fine
suitable for HOLIDAY

Wares,

Former price $1.50,

now

Crockery, Glass

DO cents.

and Plated

242 Middle

Elegant
SHADED TIPS,

SHADED PLUMES.
Former price $5.00 and $6.00,
marked down to $3.00, $3.50 and
$4.00.

COLORED OSTRICH TIPS

in Portland, the fore part of Novlost or left at some place where I
called, a large black covered Memorandum Book,
containing ,■ -me small photographs.
Any one who
has It will confer a very great favor by forwarding
the same to me by express. Address
O. PPI.LEN,
46 Secuul Street,
Fall Itivrr,
declld3t
mass,
I
I

was

Portland

Horse Car will leave Portland,
for Deering, every Sunday Evening at 8.40
o’clock, tor the accommodation of churchgoer*.
Portland, Dec. 11, 1880.

HEREAFTER

a

A. LEACH, Supt.

deoil

I

NATIONAL

d3t

BANK.

TRADERS

BLACK SILK VELVET.

legally

come

nrswflt 60 AA
J'*'*

j

before the meeting.
EDWARD GOULD,

Cashier
declldtl

Dec. 11, 1880.

”7

i

"■

■■■■

—

Harvard

■>

■

All shades, $2.00.

COLORED VELVETEENS
yard.

PLUSHES!
PLUSHES!
All shades, from $2.60 upwards
will be sold at a great discount from
former prices.
BLACK ENGLISH CRAPES

specialty.

H. S. KALER & CO.

W

u 1U.JKX1

11__dtf
Sleighs For Sale.

PIKE
deoil

Sleighs

for

sale at 30 PreW.

DIAMONDS!

Strcrt^
dlw*

1881. The examination will be the same as that for
entrance to the College, but any candidate may substitute French andlGerman for Greek. For information address SECRETARY FOR WOvtANH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 114 Boylston St., Bosdeclldlaw2wS
ton, Mass.

Annual

of

stock of

Lace Plus, Ear lirops

WATCHES
®

largest

We have

Directors,

Portland, Dec. 10, 1880.

dtd

N_

of the Stock-holders of “The
of Port’and,” for the
seven directors,and for the transaction of
any other busiuess that may legally come before them
will be held at their banking house, on TUESDAY,
the eleventh day of January, 1881, at eleven o’clock
A. M.
B. C. SOMEKB¥, Cashier.
declldtd
Dec. 11,1880.

meeting
THECanal National
Bank,
election of

oorner of Cumberland and Merrill
Sts., lower and upper tenements. Each contains 7 rooms, Sebago and all modem improvements, with plenty of yard room. Apply to C. F.

■

i®

iargpgt gtock

I"

BB ■ B ■ BB BB

complete stock
Rhgs to be found In the city.

Finger

An

£reRt variety.

m

stock Is entirely

tllB pei | lB‘

and

new

adapted

OUR

NAPKIN RINGS,

IlllSr S

VnUbV)

■

Tary hau(lK)rae Une o{ ^ Marble and a*,,,.
lean Clocks.

department,
of

Receive™, lOdvei
Knives, Forks

CLOCKS.
A

Our

—

■

The largest and most

England, comprising Tea

(.A nil
VilliII

lino of Neck.

bb M If

VI I I® II £■

in Xew

Card
^e?i,Ca*to”:
,I.cJe
Childreu 8 CuPs» ™d
Jork8’
Spoons.

and
and

JEWELRY.
B ■ ■ B B

Plain, Enamel and Homan Gold.

^OPERA GLASSES,

All the New Patterns ln Lace Pine, Ear Drope,
iloeaks Painting, and Cameo Sets, Sleeve Buttons,

annual

To Let.

very handsome and full
Guard and Veet Chaine.

■ ^B ■ ■ ■ m

for the
of Inch

WINSHIP, Cashier,

a

BRACELETS
SILVERWARE
The

and most

CHAINS.

the Stockholders of the

other business as may legally come before them,
will be held at their Banking; House, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day of January, 1881, at 10 o'clock A. M.

decll

elegant

desirato* assortment in
Ladies’ and Gents’ Watches to be found Ln the State
The

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.
meeting
Bank of Protland.
THECasco National
and the transaction
choice of

HOUSE

an

•

(Woman’s Education Association )
The eighth examination tor women by Harvard
University will be held in Cambridge, New York,
Philadelphia and Cincinnati, beginning June 30th.

50. 488 C05GRESS STREET.

dec

THE

~~

I,

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

This sale will continue at the
above prices until further notice.
23^-Early inspection solicited.

an

HOLIDAYS!

University Examinations,
WXV

STRIPED SILK VELVET

45 cents per

FOR.

THE

price.

of Gold Hat.

Sign

decii

Share-holders of the National Traders Bank,
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their banking room, on
TUESDAY, the 11th. day of January next, at 11
o’clock A. M. to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may

FANCY FEATHERS.

HATTER,

237 Middle St.,

”We>*%vc

_____

J

THE

Railroad Co.
NOTICE.

prices.

aa

75c to $3.50.
$1,00 to $3.00.
Very Low

MERRY

Street
trtStf

WHEN
ember, I

BLACK OSTRICH TIPS.
By the bunch for 25, 37, 50, 62,
75,87 cts. and upwards.

at half

$6.00.

HATS

Ware,

Notice.

marked down from $6.00 to $3.50
and $4.00 per bunch. Three Tips
in each bunch.

#

.....

to

Best Soft Hats ManufactFinqst Stiff Hats in the Market.
ured. Silk Hats $3.50 and Exchange—entire New Stock.

hayes&"douglass,
dec 11

at wholesale

Square Blankets $1.35 and up

Men's Winter Gloves and Mitts
“
“
“
“
Ladies’
“
Boys' and Children’s “

GIFTS.

Best Quality Satin Faced
TRIMMED DERBYS

a

Cut Blankets $ 1,30.

Attractive

cent6.

V*<vv

ROBES
BLANKET!
GLOVES

-_

Former price $1.50,

dSAWtMWTUtFr

dtf

cents.

1

ME.

Buffalo Robes $5.00, $6.00, $7.00 to $14.00.
Wolf Robes
$9.00. Plush Lined Wolf Robes $10.00 to $15.00.

Oweo, Moore Ho.

BEAVERS

MOSCOW

marked down from 50 cents to 15

PORTLAND,

decll

begun every-where much
earlierthan usual, and de-

Great Closing Ont Sale. Hats and Bonnets at lour Own Price.

GROCERS,

585 & 587 Congress St., and 235 Middle, St.

Our stock of Holiday
Goods is now more complete than it will be at any
other time this season.
The Christmas trade has

Street.

Congress

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

eodtf

CARD.

KALER’S

know the

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

of the Gold Boot.

MILLINERY.

ire

prices are

Specialty.

a

WM. A.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A little son of I. N. Stanchfield of Milo,
about four years of age,- was missed from the
house Tuesday last, aud search being made the
little fellow was found in the well dead.

finest Florida Oranges, snipped to

OHOIOEST BRANDS OF

MBIT’S

COUNTY.

A daughter of Robert Barrett of Eastport,
aged eight years, undertook to build a fire
with kerosene last Saturday, when the oil exploded and so severely burned the child that
she has since died.

20c. per lb.
“
20c.
doz

have always Bold them together with their Floe Flavoring
m nle them the Popular Caudles for the
Purity Quality,
Holiday Trade,
ream Almonds.20c
French Gum Drop*.20c per lb.
per lb.
Turkish Figs... ..:20c
Cream Pepperments.20e
Vanilla Ch ic date Creams.20c
*<
Sherbets.
.20e
Fruit Je’iy.....20o
Wlntergteen Lozengers
.20o

Infants’

Cloth Top But-

Men’s

$1.25 per yard.

roceived, 144,698 pounds.

•*
••
*•

ORANGES.
with the

CANDIES,

and

Hand Sewed, Morocco Leg, Calf Boots, AA, A, B,
C and D.

ANDBOBCOGGIN COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

Spring Heel Boots.

MEN’S

COLORED SILK VELVET

The shoe business in Auburn the past week,
has been lively most of the manufacturers report. There are not many orders for men’s
heavy pegged work. One firm, manufacturing women’s fine sewed work, say their busiat
ness has never been as prosperous as it is
present, and that the indications for the future
The number of oases
are
very favorable.
shipped from the Auburn shoe factories the
and
the weight of leather
is
1,071.
past week

'•

18o

•*
Prime
15c
Turkish Prunes.9c lb, 3 lbs. for 23c

season

usual custom

The extreme Low Prices which

Children’s

Double Sole, A, B, C, D,

Children.

33.17

STATE NEWS.

our

FRENCH

eodtdec22

Sandal Rubbers, New and Stylish.

1,746.47

Total

The

or

E. and F.

1.5/.it

1,080.63

Prunes.20 a 21e
Fancy French
"

Choice

LEMONS

be constantly supplied this

LADIES’

Specialty.

96.64
wooas

Walter smith

Bark

a

MEN’S

Kenne-

Pinafore
Nat. Strong
Geo. Hudson

Street.

Slippers.

MEW’S
Narrow Overshoes

circle of friends that his worth shone out conspicuously. To secure bis friendship was indeed a boon of no ordinary value. No case of
distress ever went unrelieved when he heard
of it.
About three years ago he was called to
suffer the bereavement of a dear and exemplary son. He then had the heartfelt sympathy
of the community. About two years ago, it
was found that a painful disease was preying
on himFor a time he attended to his duties.
At the beginning of this year he was completely prostrated, and only during a short
time last summer was he able to leave his
home.
His sufferings were extreme, but
borne with patience and Christian fortitude.
He was in the employ of the P. and O. R. R.
as bridge engineer, and as a mechanic was
perhaps unequalled, certainly not surpassed. He
endeared himself to those who worked under
him and won the entire confidence of those
above him. As a proof of the respect in which
he was held by the company a special train
was sent to carry those who could make it convenient to attend the funeral.
He was appointed colonel of the State militia in 1840,
and in whatever sphere he moved he was the
same—an honest man.
Our loss is his infinite
gain. He leaves a widow, one son, and three
His
end
was
daughters.
Deaceful, and we feel
that we have lost one whose place cannot be
•
filled.
White Rock, Dec. 9th.

..

"

••

IN 5 LB. PAILS. 75 CENTS.
RETAILED IN QUANTITIES TO SUIT, IS CM. per lb.

T17V.

Rock, Gorham, on December Gth, was born at
Cape Elizabeth, August 15, 1814. He was a
resident of Cape Elizabeth prior to coming to
White Rock eight years ago. He had resided
here but a short time till it became apparent
that his coming was indeed an acquisition
During his residence among us he always commanded the respect of all who came in contact
with him, from his genial disposition, ever
cheerful, and always deeply interested in the
welfare of the place. But it was among his

"

23c
12c

CANDIES.

EVERYBODY

Obituary.
TP. Ilinf

a

3XTESXV JXTTJTS.

♦

Christmas

20

'•

Old

FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT.

Middle

.....................(JOc

.30o
26c

GRAPES

“

With

229

"deoil

«

Bowdoln College.
The committee on Memorial Hall have accepted the design of Messrs. Bradbury &
Winslow, of Boston, for the completion of
Memorial Hall with
some
modificationsMessrs. Bradlee & Winslow also were em*

MALAGA

“

AI.LEN & CO.,
No.

**

•*

Choice

Erincee*

The seventh entertainment in the Methodist
episcopal utiurch was given last Wednesday
evening and consisted of a thoughtful and
eloquent description of a tour through Scotland by Rev. O. M. Cousens.
The preceding
lecture was delivered by Rev. C. J. Clark and
was a very interesting and profitable talk on
the subject of “Conscience and Courage.”
The pastor of this society, Rev. C. W. Brad*
lee, is preaching a series of Sunday evening

ing large proportions.

•'

Jordan Shelled Almonds .Gncperlb.
Paper shell Almonds .36o
anguedoo Almonds.23c
.IKo
English Walnuts
Filberts.16c

Saccarappa.

sermons on popular subjects, to large congregations. A piece of cornice weighing about twenty-five pounds became dislocated and fell from
the ceiling of the audience room, a short time
since, necessitating the removal of the remaining portion (a double row all around the house,
and the substituting of wooden moulding instead.
The Good -Templar Lodge, lately started in
this place, is in a flourishing condition.
An
old abandoned hall has been transformed into
one of the most attractive
lodge rooms in the
State; a handsome new regalia has. been purchased and the membership is already assum-

FRESH

Florida.

large

11

.!...>8o"

....

Imperial Laver
*7
Loodon

In quarters, halves eb whole boxes,
at lOw prices.

We shall

choice assortment. The Christmas stock of
candies for the little folks will be abundant
and tempting.

Orange "
Fancy Washed Figs.
••

RAISINS.

Choice Assortment Silk Handkerchiefs.

Church Fairs.
The ladies of State street church propose to
hold their annual sale on
Wednesday after*
noon and evening
preceding Christmas. Those
in want of useful articles for presents will do
well to wait, as they will find there a
and

Finest Leghorn Citron.23c per lb
Candled Lemon Peri. ,...25o" ••

.18o

Extra Fine Musoatel Raisins.14o
**
Choice
.12c
Best Valencia Raisins. lOo
Good Cooking
.09o
Seedless
.15c
\ ostexzla Currants, (very large).14c
Choice English Currants.08o
Finest Prunelles.25o

Oriental and Persian Effects in Silk Mufflers.

& Co.

FRUITS.

Drt«» Layers, (finest table raisins,).35c per lb.
Mnscatels, (very large
.20o
London Bunch Raisins
.20c

Gentlemen’s

which bears their name is the best of its kind
and that its execntion is as faultless as it can
be made. The great popularity which these
cards have obtained is a credit to the taste of

_____NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.’S
CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES!

on a

PHOTOS.

“Horrors” here some time ago. The
present company is said to be a strong one.

aud had

The second of the four presents the purely
social aspect of Christmas, and the whole
composition is in conformity to this conception;
while the other three designs are all based up-

Nov. 27.

fore and mizzen topnast were also gone. Her
foresail was hanging in gear and appeared to

be uninjured.

to which the prizes offered by
Messrs. Prang & Co., were awarded. There
are four of them and they are all striking.

Tnere was a splendid audience present, and
we urge our readors if
they would thoroughly
enjoy themselves to attend the matinee this
or
the
atternoon,
evening performance.

The Ontario reports that on the 6th of December, one day out from Halfax, she passed,
in latitude 45’ 48', longitude 57° 30', a bark
with her mainmast gone by the boarf. Her

OP

the designs

distinctly religions conception of Christmas, and are
strikingly varied in their
methods of embodying this idea, the first being symbolic, the third pictorial, and the
fourth devotional in character.
It is unnecessary to commend the execution of these
cards. The reputation of Messrs. Prang & Col
is sufficient guarantee that
every chromo

ADVERTISEMENTS._

SPECIAL LINE

these cards and they appeal to all kinds of
tastes. The flower pieces which have been so
popular for years are oresent in greater profusion than
this
ever
year.
Especially
noticeable this year are the reproductions of
on

Vessels Built in the District of
bunk In 1880.
Class
Name.
Date.

pleasing.

NEW

mas stocking which does not contain a number of them cannot be pronounced well filled.
An almost endless variety of subjects is treated

Miss Sedgwick, while hardly au ideal Eleanor, assumed the role well, and acted with
spirit and a good conception of the part. Mr.
Bytinge was a capital Mr. Heatherton. Mr.
Henderson made much of the small part of
Mazel, and Stilton Cuapman was a pert bright
“oily. The scenery was good, ana the pictures in the Craukett mansion very appropriate, especially the sampler.
Tbo rnusio was
good and Mr. Burnham's orchestra played, foi
the first time, a Chinese march that was very

The sale of seats for the performances of the
Harrison Company in “Photos or Fun in a
Photograph Gallery,” will commence at New
Portland Theatre this morning.
The Harrisons were two of the strongest members of
Kiee’s Surprise Party when that organization

Abandoned Vessels.

Prang’s Christmas Cards.
The beautifnl card chromoscf L. Prng&
Co., of Boston, hare become one of the neces*
•lties of the Christmas season, and the Christ-

we

to

and desirable in every
the wants and taste, of

1*RMUU<S
guarantee

as

FMJIT KNIVES, LOW AS THE LOWEST

endless variety

c

Beautiful New Patterns.

ATWOOD

&

Call and examine before yon purchase.

WENTWORTH,

on

RUNDLETT, 66 Lafayette St.

dell d2w*

509

Confess Street, Portland,

Me.

PRESS.

TT-TTC

"ITh.

To Rent.

PE1ELL & CO.,
—EXOINEEKfi

and unusually pleasant cfoamTHEbeis No.spacious
263 .Midtile stree-,
occupied by
Sweetsir «&
tui

now

erri 11, possession given January 1st.
Apply at the store of EMERY, WATEi U« >USf & Co
Dec. 7th. 1880.
dec7-itf

OF—

Through the Snow Drifts.

Gentle
Women

Music Hall on Christmas eve.
Mr. McRitchie purser of the Tallapoosa, U.
S. N., was in town yesterday.
The ship Marcia Greenleaf is having her
sails bent and leaves for New York the first of
week.
The police ball last uigbt was not so fally
attended as it might have beeu had the tickets
been placed at a lower figure.
Private German

in

Music

Hall

Portland will preach at
Church Sunday morning and at
Wesley Churclt Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Camell, the stevedore, yesterday killed
a hog which weighed G2G pounds.
He claims
that he has fed the hog on an average but one
quart of meal per day.

feb7

Yesterday
good day for smelt fishing.
Monroe is cutting up a large number ot' old
boilers for old juuk.
D. S. Harris has purchased the promising
colt Gus.
Sparring exhibition at Columbian Hall MonDance at the engine house No. 2, S. F. E.,
this evening.
Mr. Dan Pembroke officiated acceptably as
floor manager at the police ball last evening.
The G. A. R. have published a paper in the
interests of the fair called “The Advance
Guard.”
Cutter, the sail maker, is busy as a bee. This
makes a good showing for shipping.
At Geo. Smith’s saloon is a fine collection
of copper and silver coin.
Dr. C. W. Price is an artist as well as healer
of the sick.
In Farr & Page’s are the prizes for the G.
A. R. ticket holders.
Over 500 tickets for the G. A. R. entertainments have thus far been sold.
More snow this afternoon.
A boy named Campbell was severely cut by
a broad axe while picking
up chips at one of
the South End yards this morning.
Tradesmen generally claim that business the
past week has been better than during the
same time last year.
Mr. Leroy Mitchell has moved back from
Boston to Bath.

the barroom?” asked

a

strapping

fellow in a coonskin cap and a butternut suit as he eyed the piles of glasses and

glittering bottles.
“Certainly, sir; what’ll you have, sir?” answered and inquired the white aproned attendant.
“I reckon not,” responded coon skin, glancing around suspiciously. “Where’s the barrels you sit on?”
“We keep the barrels in the cellar.”
“Where's the gang sittin’around the stove
nd teady to waltz up at the sight of coin?”
“We don’t allow any sitting around here.
When a gentleman drinks he goes out.”
“Where’s the man with his eye gouged
out?” demanded coon skin in a whisper.
“We don't have such parties here. Can I
do anything for you?”
“Ain’t ye got any odd noses somewheres?”
asked the visitor with a worried expression.
“No, we haven’t,” responded the barkeeper

dnwnflrl it, nmrl fnr it.

anH wallrafi

nff

A Montana man can’t enjoy his whisky in a
barroom that doesn’t in some way remind him
of home,

Wit and Wisdom.
•

_

consisting of 50 Elegant Patent Rocker, 75 Easy and Fancy Chairs, of
all grades, 50 Willow Kockers of the newest designs, 100 Foot Rests in
Ebony and Gilt and Walnut, 100 Fancy Tables in plushes and all colors
of Marble Shaving Stand, Work Tables and all kinds of Desks, &c., &c.
All of which will be sold at the lowest bottom prices. Do not purchase
until you have visited our Immense Warerooms.

eodly

DEANE BROS. & SANBORN,
oct3C

Nos. 183 and 185 Middle Street.

Saturday Night.

Miss Sawyer’s Salvk

for

25 cents is

the

beBt.
Enter to Gen. Garfield his confidential ser-

Washington.

George.—“General

here’s another of them there office hunters a
cornin’, sah! Shall I set de trap?”—N. V.
Com. Advertiser.
The Power of the Press.
In no way is the power of the press more
surely shown than in the universal knowledge
that has in less than a year, been diffused
throughout fifty millions of people of the wonderful curative properties of that splendid
remedy Kidney Wort. And the people from
the Atlantic to the Pacific have shown their
intelligence and their knowledge of what is in
the papers, by already making Kidney Wort
their household remedy for all diseases of the
kidneys, liver and bowels,—Herald.
“What luck did you have fishing yesterday,
Breckenridge?’. asked a Galveston gentleman
of a well known impecunious character who

everybody. “Splendid! While I was out
on the wharf twenty
men with bills called at
my house to collect money ”—Galveston News,

owes

Nincompoopiana: Young Milkington Sopley (a follower of Postlethwaite’s)—“A—you,
the Cimabue Brown’s last night
Miss Diana?” Miss Diana (who does not like

were not at

Were you?” Sopley—"Oh
Miss Diana—“And was it a

^Esthetes)—“No.
yes, indeed.”

pleasant party?”
Sopley—“Most consummately so!” Miss Diana—“And were yon
very much admired?”—London Punch.
Leibigr Co.'a Cocoa Beef Tonic.
“My patients derive marked and decided
benefit from it,” says Prof. J. M. Cabnochan,
M. D., Prof. Surgery, New York Medical Col-

lege.

For bad taste in the mouth,bad breath, heartburn, pains in the stomach and bowels, indi
gestion, constipation, flatulency, it is endorsed

by leading physicians.
For biliousnesss, malaria, dyspepsia and debility it is highly endorsed by the most eminent physicians.

“Have you seen my daughter’s baby?” inquired a fond grandmother of a friend. “Oh,
yes—Dut it is so small, so very small, was tue
reply. “This was to be expected, for you
know, don't you, that she was attended by a
homeopathic doctor?” replied G. M. with a
toss of her head.

He had
taken all the well kno am sedatives, which gave only
and
tempory relief,
produced nervousness, loss of
appetite, &c. He now sought for a combination of
such remedies

as

would, by

application,

outward

MALAGA GRAPES
*

Very

Gratified with the result upon himself, he tested
discovery upon others who suffered from nervous pain, and in every case the relief was perfect.
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyfotm became so celebrated and the demand up^n his time
and attention so great, Prof Edison finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed
for the manufacture and sale of Polyform under his

Cheap

No.

following:

W. L. Wilson & Co’s

per Bottle.

Corner Exchange and Federal Sts.

nov23

CITY.

eodtf

SAM’LBUDD
i,ioi Broadway, cor. 24th st.,
New York City, invites attention to his superb assortment
of goods for gentlemen’s wear
selected abroad specially for
first-class trade, and unequalled for richness,style or beauty
Dress Shirts are Mr. Budd’s
specialty. Customers pronounce them the best made.
Special orders for goods
made here or in Europe

promptly

attended

to.

An established reputation

of

twenty years guarantees
honorable dealing.
over

eodSmos

nov30

PORTLAND FURNITURE CO.,

Becovcry.

Surgical Operation.—The operation of lithotomy (removal of stone from the bladder), one of
the most severe and critical operations known to the
science of surgery, was successfully performed ou
Tuesday upon Mr. Henry H. Pitts, a merchant of
this city, by Dr. David Kennedy. Several friends of
the patient witnessed the operation. Mr. Pitts Las
suffered several years from this difficulty, but it
was only a week before the
operation that he was
cause

METALLIC

Nos.

blood,

cures

Constipation

of the

Bowels,

40, 42, 44 & 46 Exchange'St.

NEW FIRM!

Fine, Medium and Common

FURNITURE!

/'

NO REMNANTS OF OLD STOCKS ! AN OLD SH AND FINELY
FITTED UP ! THE LARGEST AND MOST COMMODIOUS
WARE ROOMS DOWN TOWN ! A STOCK FAR MORE
EXTENSIVE AND TASTEFUL ! ALL GOODS MADE
AND BOUGHT AT LOWEST CASH PRICES!

The Firm and

Prices that Discount (

Westbrook

Seminary
AND

The
Dec.

Winter

28th.

J

PORTLAND ACADEMY,
In Motley BlooR..

PORTLAND

Order* by mail

or

Printing
In

a

*

person promptly attended to.

Partioulnr attention paid to Book and

Pnntphlot Printing.

TuTliStf

permanently located at No. 3 Deering Place,
off Deering Street. He has been tried, tested, and found to be one of the

French and German,
Will receive pupils at

Congress Street.
_

EATON FAMILY SCHOOL,
FOB

BOVS,
MAINE.

NORIDGEWOCK,
ESTABLISHED 1850.

A

pleasant
struction.

Lome with

thorough

Address,

novlGdlm*

11. F.

and

practical

in-

EATON, Principal.

RARE CHANCE:
life

sized

$12 to
Satisfac-

Portrait st from

$25
Crayon
A
$15 according to style and
tion

finish.

guaranteed.

Samples

on

exhibition at

Studio,

148 Exchange St., Portland.

Pay.
If your Doctor has failed to know your diseases,
send or come to me and I will give you full diagnoA Cure Guaranteed

of

Montreal,

PiTes7siip Timber

&

P. Q.
dim

Plank,

DRY PtrE, DECK PLAYK.
Car Timb«r‘n^ Plow Reams, Treenail*,
and Planking d edge*,
Treenail
Pane an* Hemlock Building Lum*ox Board*,
Shingle* Arc*
ber,

B. C.
oct

JJRDAK, Alfred,

Maine.
tf

and be convinced of the
to man. Examination

gives

Specialty.dtf

Portland, December 2, 1880.
To the Harbor Commissioners of
Portland:
Boston & Maine Railroad respectfully ask
permission to build a Wharf and Track, from
the land near the Round House, so called, to the
Harbor Commissioners* Line, between Vaughan’s
Bridge and the Boston & Maine Railro&d Bridge.
S. E. SPRING, Director.
(Signed.)

THE

2,

Dec.

1880.

ordered:

that

foregoing petition
be appointed for SATURDAY, Dec.
UPONhearing
11th
at 3 o’clock P.
at the
end of
it is

a

next,
M.,
easterly
Vaughan's Bridge near the premises described in
the petition: and it is further ordered, that a notice
of the petition and our order thereon, be given by
publication in two of the daily papers published in
Portland, for seven days at least previous to the
hearing.
.JACOB McLELLAN,
) Harbor ComTIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,
mi8810Iier8*

)

C. H. FARLEY.

ROLLER

Still continues to treat all the diseases our domestic
animals are heir to, upon the most approved and
scientific principles. All orders left at N. Wilson’s
attended
stable, 200 Federal St., will be
to.
sepll eod3m*

promptly

drddmm & dhmm»
Con nsellor s-a t-Law,

Skating Assemblies every Tuesday,
and
Thursday
Saturday,
Afternoon and Evening.
Sessions and Prices will be: Afternoons from
2 to 4.30; Evenings from 7.45 to 10—Saturday
evenings from 7.46 to 10.30. Admission—Day,
16c; Evening, 25c; Package Tickets of 5, *1.00;
Skate Checks, 10c.
Juvenile Session Saturday Afternoons
Admission, 10c; Skate Checks, 5c.
By Clothing checked free to all.
Music In Attendance Every Evening.
P. S. The Hall will be let for Dancing Parties on

Monday, Wednesday

or

hla ratiia

Friday evenings

at

reasona-

03 Slxolianso
JOSIAH H..

DRUMMOND.

JOSIAH

The

APPETIZER

Great

and

SURE

FRESCO

PAINTERS,

U.TIaiket Square, Portland.
Price? reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

je2

dly

HERBERT G.

emt. ent chemist Prof. G. A. Mnriner of Chicago has

analyzed

and

cheerfully recommends

its

use.

rity of the ingredients used makes It a pleas ut. healthful tonic and appetizing beverage for all.
Extract from Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue:

The pu-

Department, Ofeice oe Internal Revenue, 1
Washington, D. C., January 20, 1880.1
Messrs. LAWRENCE & MARTIN, 111 Madison St., Chieag ., 111.
Gentlemen: This compound, in the opinion of this office, wuuld have a sufBcient quantity of the
BALSAM of TOLU to give it all the advantages ascribed to this article in pectoral complaints, while the
whisky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable remedy to the patient. Compounded according to the formula, it. may properly be classed as a medicinal
preparation under the provisions of U. S. Revised Statutes, and when so stamped, may be sold by Druggists, Apothecaries and other
Treasury

persons

without rendering them

liauleto

pay

special

liquor dealers.
GREEN R. RAUM, Commissioner.
respectfully,
(Signed)
DON’T BE DECEIVED by unprincipled dealers who try to palm off upon
I'T
I T fll f I k
VflU llv/1.1.
you common Rock and Rye in place of our TOLU ROCK and RYE
as
oars Is the only MEDICATED preparation, the GENUINE has the name of LAWRENCE & MARi IN on
the Government Revenue Stamp on each bottle. Put up in Quart size Bottles for General and Family use.
Sold by Druggists, Grocers and general Dealers everywliero. If not found at your Druggist’s or GrScer’s
wc will send a bottle
prepaid to the nearest express office to you. Price S1.00 or six bottles for SS.00.

at Law and Patent Solicitor,
03 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,.MAINE.

Attorney

P. Q. BOX 638.
executed

’amttSSmSta«, *.y„>.
Druggists.
nov2eod&weowly 40
care

of

same

for the season of 1881 should
notify the Superintendent or Trustees at once, as a special care of
lots should include dressing, which must be
placed
upon such lots before covered with snow.
Per order of Trustees.

PATRICK DUFFEY, Superintendent.

QQlft_

dtf

European Ticket Office.
Steerage
by
Cunard, Allan, Inman, White Star and
Anchor Lines of European Steamer*
sailing weekly from Boston and New York. For
Cabin and

farther particulars call

Tickets

on or

the

addreu

T. P. JlcGOWAN, Bookseller,
DOIfOBESS STREET,
dt

uo2

$500

Reward!

pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure
with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the diWE will

rections

are Btrictly complied with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
pills, 25 cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., “The Pill

Advertising Agents,
IINS W. FOURTH IT., CINCINNATI.
Eitlmatw (nr
Send (or Clrenlar.

BERRY,

Card and

Book,

NO. 3

Job Printer,

PLUM STREET.

Teacher of Violin and other Inurnment,,
NO. ISO MIDDLE STREET.
dtf
sep25

BEAL

change

small
large
WE property In i>eering,
the
of the farm of the late lam
or

lots, all

at our office.
A1 o, building lots

Munjoy Hill, Congress,
Deering. High, State, Mellon, Sherman, Grant,
Wes.
and
streets.
Vaughn
Portland,
To those wishing to bund or to invest in real esa
rare
is
now
offered.
tate,
opportunity
on

To Eet.
Exchange St., chambers

Store No. 51

change

St. and

on

Middle

Ex-

on

St.

FESSENDEN,
172 Middle Street.

nov28 d6m

Real Estate

Agency.

desiring to sell Houses or Real Estate
of any description, can have the same registered at this office.
No—ale No Comosinaion.
Deslrab e lots ot Land for sale
Responsible parties
buying lots proposing to build houses, can have
advances to buy lumber, taking mortgage payable
in installments.
The public will dud it to their
advantage to patronize this agency. Office 1*16
Fore street. Portland.
octl6eod3mJOHN W, MUNGER.

PARTIES

«

HOUSES,

For Sale.
bargain. Prices ranging from
*6,000.
Apply to W. W. CARR,
at

a

*800 to
187 Newbury Street.

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,
151 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
dt

deo7_

MISS. JULIE MYERS’

VETERINARY
fori

it
Wind

SALVE.
will

oclBtf

I

Arc.

It

penetrates to
I the bone, will not blister
hair.

efficiency.
Price SO cent, and $1.00 per box.
For Sale by JAMES BAILEY & CO.
<31
apB

MONEY

for capture of New Orleans.

for

MONEY,

capture and destruction of enemy’s vessels by
on the Mississippi In IbOU, collected

by

Z. K. HAttSONf Cenicnnial Block,
d3w*w
b22
MS Exchange Street.

T0

$5.50

NEW YORK,
m

Portland k Worcester Lim

l|

AND

—

—

Norwich Line Steamers.
Express

leaves

Train

Portland

at 1.25 p.

m.,

connecting at New London same evening with the
fast gteamers of the Norwich line, arriving at

VapW nAvt. mnrnimr At H ftVlock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Kolb ns 6t Adams’ 22 Exchange Street, and at the

BUquidHMB
jO
^V
M

U
:B

jo
IB

ll
Ifl
■

O

PETEK8,

J. W.

Gen.

GEO. P. WESCOTT. Supt.

Ticket Agent.
oclGdtf

LJ
B

la response to the urgent requests of great
numbers of people who prefer to purchase a
Kidney-Wort already prepared, the proprletors of this celebrated remedy no. preis
pare it in liquid form os woll as dry. It
very concentrated, is put up in large bottles,
ftrvi ia equally efficient as that put up dry in
tin cans. It saves the necessity of preparing,
is always ready, and is more easily taken by
most people. Price, $1 per bottle.

gt
Bj
B
Bi-

FALL Sc WINTER ARRANOEHIENT,
Commencing December 6th, 1990.

H

Until further notice passenger trains

Bj
!§||
O

LIQUID AND DRY SOLD DY DRUGGISTS.
WELLS, RICHARDSON* CO., Prop’rs,
Burlington, Vt.
*

■

Depots.

p||
Q

will

follows:

run as

LEAVING PORTLAND
7.45 a. m.—For all stations running through to
Vwonion, Vt., connecting with B. C. &
M. R. R.

points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Express on Passumpsic R. R. for Newport

and Montreal.
p. m.—For Fnbyan’e

9.45

and intermediate

stations.

PORTLAND:
Fabyan’s and intermediate

ARRIVING AT

Musical Christmas

11.10 a.m.—From
stations.
6.30 p. m.—From Swan ton, Vt., and all stations
on

GIFT8_
Most acceptable gifts to players or singers will be
following elegantly bound books.
tyAjiy one mailed, post-free, for the price here
mentioned.
HUBERT FRANZ’S SONG ALBUM.
GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG.
HOME CIRCLE. Three volumes.
WORLD OF SONG.
PIANO AT HOME. 4-hand collection.
SHOWER OF PEARLS. Vocal Duets.
CREME DE LA CREME. 2 Vols.
OPERATIC PEARLS.
GEMS OF STRAUSS.
GEMS OF THE DANCE.
CLUSTER OF GEMS.
SUNSHINE OF SONG.
Each of the above in Cloth $2.50; Fine Gilt S3.00.
STUDENT’S LIFE IN SONG. $1.50.
CURIOSITIES OF MUSIC. $1.50.
BEETHOVEN. A Romance by RAC. $1.50.
RHYMES AND TUNES. Christmas Off'g.
$1 50.
SULLIVAN’S VOCAL ALBUM. S1.50.
FAIR! FINGERS. For Piano. $1.50.

OUTER DITS0N & CO., Boston.

dec4

through

line.

Portland. Dec. 4, 188

ST&Tb&wtf

J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
dec4dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

CANADA.
an<1 aftor Mond»y. Oct. 18th,
880, passenger trains will leave Por011

T-jiToTfligolB

^■■^■land,

■■

as

follows:

To Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m., 19.35
and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, 9.30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 n. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 9.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p m.
ARKVVALN.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway. 8.30 a. m.
and 19.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 9.30 a. m.f
3.15 p. m., 6.00 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 19.30 p. m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. m.

PASSENGER^

OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
—AND—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, HUv aakee,
Cincinnati, 8t, Louis. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Pan I, Sail Luke City,
Dearer, San Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
To

HICKSON,

JOSEPH

General

oclSdtl

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
FALL

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is snperior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its ni.solicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nnequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation hare
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claijned for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

Udolpho ill’s Si k Co„
18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

I«f

dly

Manager.

___

i\n

ARRANGE TIE NT.

and after Monday, Oct.
Trains
tN, 1990, PasscDKct
Oa

..

__

LEAVE
PORTLAND
BOSTON at *.46 a. m.,
L»___-a
■ e

-““FOR
Q in

8.00 p.

..

...

.......

...

v

on

leave Boetoa at 7.30 a.
12.30, 3.30 p. di., arrlyln* at Portland at 12 16,
5.00, 8.00. i-. m. Portland for Mcarbaraogh
Brarb, Pine Point, O'd Orchard Beach.
Saco, Hitldeford and Kcnnebuuk, at 8.45
a. m., l.oo, 3.30. 6 30 p. m. For M ell., North
Berwick, Salmon Falla, (4 real Fall*, Dover, New
market, Kxeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Andover and Lowell, at 8.45 a.
id., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Kocnewtrr and Farmington, N. H., at 8.45 a. tn., 1.00, 3 30 p. m.
► or Alton May at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. ru.
For
Tlauchceter aad Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. <u.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kennchuult lor Portion
at 7.25.
BaP* i'he 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connect*
with Sound Cine Nteamer..
The 3.30 p.m,
train connects with All Bail lines for New
York and Month an«l H e*t.
SUNDAY I KilNS/ Leave PorUand for
Mowton at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at
6.00 p. m.
m.

Returning.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers railing between Portland and Bangor.

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, 8t.

John and Halifax. Also connect witn Grand Trank
trains at Grand Trank Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensbnrg trains at Transfer Sta-

tion.

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Room* at
Portland.
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of Ul. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Urnim*
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, G«n. Agent, Portland.
_

oc!6dtf

WANTS.

Portland and Worcester Line.

Wanted
Proposals
FOR THE
—

—

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Portland Smeltilng and Redaction Works
be received for furnisblug material
building, according to plans and
to
be
found at the office of
specifications
F.L. BARTLETT,
decOcodlw
383 Congress Street.
will

and erecting

Rent Wanted.

£„•
"

dtf

WANTED.
1,000 cords of dry, bard wood.
HORSE & FICKETT,
19 Plum Street.

sep!8

Wanted

Neuralgia, Diptberia,

matory Di.ea.ea,
For all female complaints and weaknesses it has
no equal. Subdues local pall s, giving relief at once.
Our Illuminated Cards and Circulars sent free,
upon application by mall.
A tr al will benefit you.
Wo guarantee satisfaction or money refunded.
50c. and $1.00 per bottle.
Trial bottles 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.

dlw*

SAMUEl.GERHY&CO.,
Proprietors 237 Broadway, New York.

eod&wly

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.
It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy. Dys-

pepsia, Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung ami
KHney Diseases. Nursing Mothers and Child-

Beal Estate Agents.
Afreet.

FAIRBANKS

CORDIALS,

ROCK and RYE.
for Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Consumption. and all diseases of the throat and lungs. The
most acceptable preparation in the market. By adding to the cordial a little Lemor or Lime Juice you
have an excellent appetizer and tonic for general
and family use.
sure cure

Sold by all druggists.

wear the
Boston
its action upthe
mother
and
will be found very
quieting. Mothers now
discard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Batteryj, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent
mail everywhere on
Sold b> all Druggists. Men
receipt or price, 50c.
and Women Agents wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co.. 124 Tremont
aeclO d&wly
St.,Boston, Mass.
ren

Battery;

7.30 p.

m.

Returning leave
and 11.15
and 6 JO

m.
m.

by

1.35 p. m.
For Rochester, Npringvale,
Alfred, Wat.
erboro and Maco River.7.30 a.
m., 1.33
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.43 p. m. Returning
leave Rocheater at (mixed) 8.46 a. m.. 11.0$
a. m., and 3.65 p. m.:
arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For (iarham, Maccarappn, Cnmborlaad
Went brook
and
71111.,
Woodford’s.
at 7.30 a. m., 1.33, 0.30 and (mixed) 0.43
p. m.
The 1.35 p. m. tiain from Portland oonneeta at
Ayer June, with Hooaac Tunnel Route for
the Weet, and at Union Depot,
Worcester, for
New York via Norwich
and all rail,
via Npringlleld, also with N. Y. A N. E. R,

Line,

R. ("Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
and
the
Naatk and with Boston & Albany R. R. for

the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook .Inaction with through trains of Me. Central R. R. and
at GraudTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points Sontb and West, at
Depot offices and at 'io'ilns & Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

change Street
„„

Fisher & Fairbanks,
SOLE PROPRIETORS.

TT&S3m

Sullivan Mining Company,
Secretary’s Office,
)
Sullivan, Maine, November 23d, 1880. ]
A meeting of the stockholders of the above company will be held at the office of Charles P. Mattocks, 31 Vis Exchange St.. Portland, on SATURDAY, Dec. 18th, 1880, at 1 o’clock P. M., for the
following purposes:
1st—To see if the stockholders will vote to sell the
assets of the company to the Sullivan and Waukeag Mining Company, and if so for what and at
what price and on what terms, and if they wi’l
authorize the President to execute necessary
deeds and other instruments,
2d—To transact any other business which may le-

before the meeting.
By order of Board of Direetors.
dec4All
C. L. PERRIN, Secretary.

J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
T. Snpt
ocltidtf

GEO. P. W E

Rum ford Falls & Buckfleld
HLAIlaftO ATk
tin

a

^°.r. Portland,

SPiifcsfm:
Canton
""

"um“

Portland

For

Portland

COMMENCING

RED LEAD&
pure.
I CAI1

DIDC

LCMU rirt,

alls:zesand weights
in coils

or on

PATENT TIN LINED

Pipe, but an actual Tin Pipe iusidd

per

m.

oc20tf

Railroad,

WINTER Nchedule.

~0CT. 17th,

1880.

foot

£&
PIPE,
Lead
Pipe.

a

SOI.DEB. Ac.

ST3Th4w6m37

sep*

Fire, marine A Life Insurance.
By Hambuig-Bremen cash assets,
By Providence Washington lus. Co.

By Meriden Fire Ins. Co.
By New York City Ins. Co.
By Equitable Fire & M. Ins Co.
By Security Ins. Co.
By New England Mutual Life Co.
Portland Ottice 160 Fore Street.
JOHN W. MUNGKB &
nov6eod3m

$1,255,530.
605,747
423,833
40«>,<H)0
3.52,*;38
331,727

14,019,496

CO.. Agents.

S. T. TAYLOR’S SYSTEM
—

Trains Leave Portland
*4

Dally (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saoo, Biddeford, Portsmouth Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy In Portland
a.

specialty. Price, very low.
Apylctn’, Bloch, opp. 313 t'oagrr.. ll.
a

MR*. A. LOROS.

at.

U
m.
p.
(Week
and
at
days),
11
and will be
p. m.
Sundays,
attached
to this train. Passengers have a night’s
rest
anil arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. In season for
all morning trains South and West.
8.43 n. m. Dally exespt Sundays. Tor Boston and
way stations, »ith parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
1.0© p- m. Dally exoept Sundays, for Boston and
way etaiions, with parlor car, arriving at 5.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Kail connections
South and West.
Per Portland, leave Boston,
at

7.80 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p.m., arrlvlna
In Portland at 12.05, 5 and 11 p. m.
The 7 pm. train runs dallv.
Through ticket* to all point* Mouth and
We*t at lowest rates at Depot Ticket office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, K. A. Waldron,
Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman far Ticket* for Meat* a ad
Ilerth* aold at Depot Ticket Office.

OF

DRESS hakim :

«p21dtf

F41,1. aud

reds.

PIPE, made from Pure Block Tin.

oome

Bucktielil, leave

LITHARGE,ZZfft

I PAH

Children’* work

4.20

Boston Star Brand.
Warranted strictly
pure
in the market.

nuvte in strips from Va inch
OntL I LLH Uf to 24 inches wide, on reels,
and any width up to 8 feet in rolls.

TIN

and

Oct. 18. 1880

Eastern

OF

Canton

l..iO p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p.

BOSTON LEAD HAMF’G GO.
MANUFACTURERS

leave

Buckfield-516 *nd

Stage connections for West Sumner, DixUeld
Byron, Raugley Rakes, Ac.
1. WASHBURN, Jtt., President.

Wm. J. Bride, Treas.
Samuel Little, Pres.
OOlcr, 34 A 36 Oliver Mt.« Bouton, Tla**.
I C An
u/UITC
wwilllt LbMUy
and unsurpassed by any

a.
p.

Ayer Jaat.,
Fitchbarg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, aad Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.33 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and
point.North, at

|child

PUMPS,

gally

and

For Clinton,

on

Wo Ho OHLER, Aewiufg Machine Repairer, 4 Marie’* Terrace,In the Rear of 299
my24dly
CongrcM* Afreet,

oc2

subject to Kheu-

matism, Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases1

Accountant and Notary Public.

ROOK

m.

Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p.

Pneumonia. Sore Throat, Inflnmmntiou of the Lung., Lame Bark, Inflammation of theKi ney., Back
Acne, Pile., Bunion., Barn,
or Scald., and all Inflam-

Oct. 18,
will leave

.^iJPortland at 7.30 a. a>.. aad
““1.33 a. at, arriving at Worcester

at 2.15 p,

BheamatUm,

dec7

A

Monday,
880, Passenger Train,

m.

Wanted immediately, a small,
convenient rent, centrally located.
Address, RENT, Press Office, giving location, number of rooms
and price.

dec7

ARRAN tt ERE NT.

On and after

—

a

CUKES

remove

No horse owner should be without It,
nothing equal to it has ever been presented to the public, the best horsemen
in the country have acknowledged its

larragut's fleet

Bj

CHARLES* RICH,
15 Exchange St., Portland Me.

Apply to

Gall*,

|Unsightly Ranches,

BOUNTY

U
!:y have sleepless nights 9
SB Use KIDNEY WOET and rejoice in ■
M health. It is a dry, vegetable compound and IV
SB One package will make six qtsof Medicine. Lj
Get it of your Drugg:< he tnil order it B
i %
for you. Pi-ice^ $1.00.
'&?!
W WELLS, BIC2AL3S0H 4 CO., Proprietor*
A
Burlington, Vt. II
(WiU»eodportpsid.)

IN PEERING.

iNpiTini,

PRIZE

I

#S11

\\

octHdtf

Houses and House Lots for Sale

solicit-

ed.

Saddle Gall*,
Cats and Rrnises.
and never takes off any

Why

aches

mls2Bdly

11
Bl

Schiedam Aromatic

part
being
•*
Doering.
valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen

during the present month, at prices that will ensure its speedy sale.
We will sell our stock and good will in trade to
any responsible party desirous of engaging in the

care

Why Suffer Billon* pains and

M

Street Boston.
P. BALDWIN,
Oen. Pass Agent O. R. R. of N. J.
H.

our

STAPLE AND FANCY GOODS,

positive

ifl

M

’loS

{ ^c.^T»,

Washington

210

a

This is the most

In

Wholesale Fancy Goods Business.
Examination of stock and correspondence

mean.-

KNU1.4ND AUKACV.

W. J. SPICEK, Superintendent,

our firm Janprobable
1881, we shall offer our entire stock

Hoof Di*ea»en,
Scratches,
Running Sores,

Fi

Q
Ifl

K10NET COMPLAINTS, CHINA KT
DISEASES, FEMALE WEAK.
NESSES, AND NEUTOCS

WOLFE’S

Boob Binders.
wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer.’
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

A

b

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Special Notice.

or

ROUTE.

BROOK

Philadelphia

NEW

ESTATE.

OFFICES:

Makers,” 181 & 183 W. Madison St., Chicago.
Free trial package sent by mall prepaid on receipt
of a 3 cent stamp.
tepBdeow&weowly

E. N. FRESHMAN & BROS.

and

sep30 d3m

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

ON uary 1st,

ROLL’D

New York anti

—

tax as

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,
Boldin Portland
all

promptly

EF“From Portland by Steamers Lewiston and
City of Kichmond.

YourB

\

BRIGGS,

CEO. C. CODH1N, Offlcr No. 184 middle
Street. Portland.

a

bur iLk.-imat any railroad
boat once In New England; via

.u >t' to

the^llood

the

Boston, Portland, Rockland, Castine,
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Bar
Harbor, MillDridge, Jonesport, Machiasport, East Machias and Machias.

account of

£e

dtf

JOST & NORTON,

»

dim

HTKKKTM,

Express Trains. Double Track, Stone Ballast

Beca use we allow these great orga ns U
Fj to become clogged or torpid, andM
■ poiionous h u mors a re therefore forced U
It into
that should be expelled M

St.

Gilbert, Crandon & Co.’s A
BETWEEN

Reading K- «.

third and BERKS STS.

AND

DRUMMOND. JR.

PARTNER with a few thousand dollars, in the
best paying business in the State. None but
those meaning business need answer.
Address
dec4d9t*
W. P., Press Office.

CURE

For COUGHS, COLDS, BRONCHITIS. A TRJII, CONSUMPTION, and all DU
eases iif the THROAT AND iiUNGB.
In this new combination we have b end~d together by distillation (wliicb cannot be
effectually done
in any other Way,) the Balsam Tolu, Rock Sandy, pure Old Kye Whiskey, an i a valuable tonic which
preserves all the virtues of the ingredients, yielding valuible expectorant qualities and giving the article
a fine flavor and an agreeable taste.
Balsam Tolu has e ng been used by he medical profession for its
soothing, healing and nourishing properties, in allaying any irritation of the throat, chest and lungs. Tolu
Kock and Kye is a diffusive stimulaut,creating a healthy appetite and toning up the system generally. The

H.

no25

EUGENE EAIilME,

manager

6c

UKKKN

AND

NINTH

MR

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

Proposals

IK:

SKATING

In Philadelphia

Central Station

l-*hilaclelpbia

WINTER

dtd

novl7

OWNERS
lots In charge who desire special

pupil of Ibphael,

me

No

or

75 Kilby Street, Boston,
65 Exchange Street. Portland.

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.
Superintendent’s Office, Nov. 13,1880.
of lots in Cemetery and parlies having

Former
nov5

E. F. RIPLEY,
V eterinarv
Sturgeon

J. D. <v F.

Where I do not describe accurately every ache and
pain in the hnman body without asking a question
of the patient Diseases of all nature treated and

MISS
BROWJV.
TearheEnf

At

PHYSICIANS,
city.

visited this
He is now treating
some of the best citizens of Portland.

—

dtf

octll

wonderful

EXPRESS,

143 Pearl Street.

643

Rodgers

Philadelphia,

V..w

offer for sale in

now

nov29 d3m

COLCORD,

ariist.

Specialty.

CO.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

Oak
Fine Job

Prof. D. A.

Portland,

We^ick?|

BUSINESS CARDS.

REAL ESTATE NOTICE.

433 Congress StrefJ.

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

J. W.

ONE

same

a

flWhy Aj;e

—

Trenton A:

STATION IN NEW YORK

□

Let.

CHARLES GRIMMER,

1881.

T. P. McGOWAN,

THD

Exchange,

Me.

FURNITURE

P023_dtf

MARKS,

Exchange St., Portland,

!

Fall Term begins Aug. 30tb, 1880. Pupils
of both sexes received at any time during the
term. Special attention given to fitting pupils tor
the High School. Private pupils received as usual.
For further particulars apply to the Principal,
RITA A. FILE8,
auL4 eodtf
No. 43 Baowu Street.

Book, Card, anil Job Printer,
Printers’

onapetition

EXCHANGE STREET, BELOW MIDDLE.

begin TUESDAY,

J. P. WESTON, President,
de9eod3w&w2w
STEVENS PLAINS, Me.

To

pleasant rooms suitable for ladies or
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
dtf
myl9
two

dtjanl

for

dec3

TUESDAYnroVEMBER 23d!

OPENS

College,

Term will
Address

and Reliable.

WE SHALL AIM TO MAKE THIS THE “PEOPLE’S STORE.”

■■

EDUCATIONAL

Female

Managers Responsible

A

TuTh&Sdly
SB

dtf

or

carefully

Pocket Books, Juveniles fox the Children,
besides a Large and Varied Assortment of Pictures Fancy Stationery in boxes. Poetical and

the

package is_ generally sufficient.
of Catarrh for $1.50.

HENRY DEEHINC,
No. 37 Exchange St.

PRESENTS.

sis in five minutes.
You have but to hear
wonderful power God
Fee *1.00.

and the KIDNEYS. U
It This combined action gives it won- n
U decfid power to cure all diseases.
ft I

York,

iftost

fifl

9fl Why tormented with Piles,Constipation! M
Why frightened over disordered Kidneys I W
kj
8S
en !uro nervous or sick he adaches! II

CHRISTMAS

Catarrh

-IN-

by

WM. M.

NEW STOCK !

Extraordinary Attractions!
Unparalleled Bargains 1

Meyer’s

•-t

PORTLAND.

ever

o

New

ACTS AT TUB SAME

On and after Oct. 1, 1880, the
premises now occupied by F. O.
Bailey dc Co., No.’s 35 dc 37 Exchange St.
Apply to

lyAU kinds of Patent business

STREET,

$500.00 REWARD

Catarrh

real cure
octl2

McDonald,

hat has

and

One

186 Pearl Street.

nr

rus YET,

most

those diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females. This wonderful medicine is now for sale by
all our druggists. $1. a bottle.
dec7
TTh&Slm&wlm

CtIBK.

day

for Dwellings, Stores and Green-houses, is McDonIt is a home invention and
ald's Water Heater.
home manufacture, not one cent’s worth of labor
on
it
of this city.
I challenge
outside
being spent
any man to show its equal in efficiency, simplicity,

i

all

Wei De

to

BEST HEATINfi APPA-

Diaries

Til AT

CASKETS

constantly on hand.
Orders promptly and faithfully attended
and night.

■N

Only Remedy 11
TIME ON IS
R
UTHH LIVER,
THE BOWELS,
N
ti

yT'
H

To be Let.

improved patterns, both as to preservation properties and elegance of form and richness of finish

{[^'‘"‘Residences 162

!

D
DISOUDEUS,
|g
II bij causing free action of these organs H
U and restoring their power to throw ojfl\

CLAIRVOYANT

Recovery.—Mr. Henry H. Pitts has recovered
from the effects incident to the
operation, the closing of the wound being completed on the 18th day.
His general health is good—better than it has been
or years, while he is
perfectly free from all those distressing symptons so char&cteristicrof the disease with
which he suffered. Had this and similar cases used
Dr. Kennedy’s ‘‘Favorite Remedy” in the early
stages of the complaint thd formation of stone would
have been prevented. “Favorite Remedy” also purifies the

vision store.
Also, to be let on and after Nov. l9t, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore and India streets. This
Is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS,
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

of

complaint.

of his

own

tn Congress Square.
novOdtf
St.

Congress and Chestnut streets.
Has been occupied for the past 12 years by
Samuel Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store.
This is
an excellent location for a
Fancy Grocery or Pro-

mv27

workmanship
manufacture, which
will be furnished promptly at the lowest prices.
of their

room

Congress

To Let.

STORE

-BETWEEN

*

corner

Exchange Street,

and

novSGutf

TO LET.

en-

a splendid assortment of
Goffins, Caskets, &c., of the most approved styles

rooms

supplied

mWO tenements on High St. “cebago water and
X Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement.
Apply to W. if. SLM UNTON, 304 Commercial St.
oct27dtf

at

where may be found

Splendid Surgical Operation—Successful

of tte real

Inquire

be sold at moderate prices to suit the times,
ayAn early inspection of our goods is respectfully solicited.

SCIENCE WlNST~

aware

iveent

warerooxus

Paris Bound Prayer Books.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
oct96mSTu&Tli

and Wonderful

front
at 606

pleasant

STEPHEN

PREPARED BY

Kesult

the

to

CATHOLIC BOOKS, in elegant bindings,
suitable for Holiday Gifts.
Christmas and New Year’s Cards, Photograph tmd Autograph Albums, of the
Latest and Most Attractive Des gns.

The Menlo Park Manufacturing Co.

A

138

oct23

MENLO PARK. N. J.
CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS MADE
ACCORDING TO
FORMULA DEVISED AND
USED BY MYSELF.
THOMAS A. EDISON.
For many other
complaints beside Neuralgia,
such as RheumatiMna, H«iidach«-*, Sciatica,
Gont, fain in Back or Side, or wherever pain
exists, whithout abrasion of the skin, Polyform
will give prompt relief.

YORK

vite the attention of the nubile

argment and improvement of their

227 FEDERAL

I

SEW

n

Also

room

To Let.

long period of years, would respectfully

k.

AT

The number of remarkable cures, and the suffer
ing Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and
philantrophy of this course.
No higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pub

$1.00

over a

economy, durability and price. People preferriiig
water heat can best serve their own good by trying
it, and if it will not do as I will tell them, I will reThere is no need of
move it at my own expense.
for heaters, nor to Montreal
going to NewasYork heater
has no peer in the former
for experts,
my
city or State, ana 1 myself will not take the second
place to any man setting them. I trust that iry
fellow citizens will not take “Bosh” for truth ana
facts, and be induced to buy inferior articles because far-fetched.
I refer the public to the followparties who are using my “Hot Watei System:*
ing
John Main,
Wm. Mundy,
Wm. E. Morton*
Wm. Morton, Joseph Bradford, Orin Hooper, C.
M Baine, Edward Waite and myself,

i

supervision.

Price

ex-

1

him of his distress and at the same time not be
injurious to his system.
Trials and experiments followed this determination until he at last produced a compound which
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed his system to recuperate, and throw off the
disease.
To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the name

lication of the

s. s. rich & SON,
well known Undertakers and Manufacturers,
THE
whose experience in this line of business
tends

Carriages, Glass or Draped Hearses, or white
Hear e for Children, Burial Lots and Graves Furnshed. In short, everything in the undertaking line
at the most reasonable charges.
ocl9eod3m

cure

jan24

jY10

d2mo

by experiments, for the desired relief.

made

“The nearer the Bohn the easier the translation,’’ as the student remarked when he concealed under his ooat a translation of Virgil
ere he departed for the recitation room.—Cin-

111

*.

you’re whisperin’, stranger! Sing

it over to me! Club me'once or twice. Put a
bullet through this nigh lung! Put a skewer
through that left kidney of mine. You’re a
shoutin' now. Gimme some judgment sunrise. Talk to me again.
Why didn’t you declare yourself at once, pardner? Why did ye
hold back? Throw me the tan bai k.”
And he poured out an allopathic dose and

G.

;

HOLIDAY^COODS,

After much persuasion, Prof. Edison Las been
prevailed upon to give to the world liis truly wonderul discovery for alleviating pain. For years he suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to find any remedy
among the hundreds which he tried that would give
him permanent ease. Finally he became con zinced

“Will the man who tomahawks strangers be
in directly?” interrogated coon skin after a
short pause.
“Don’t know any such man. If you want
anthing, ask for it-”
“But the fellow who shoots the glass out of
your mouth without spilling the pisen; where
might he be?”
“Perhaps you’d better go away from here. I
think you’d better get out.”
That
“Say them words again, pardner.
sounds like it, That’s natural,”
“Get out, or I’ll throw you out.”

vant,

A

Care for the Dead.

POLYFORM.

firmly.

cinnati

1

v'»

his

looking

now

F

POLYFORM.

[Brooklyn Eagle.]
Missed the Accessories.

“Oh,

*

PROF. EDISON’S

day night.

“Is this

especially

night.

was a

at

heating,
during

itching, makes the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tendency and keeping it in
any desired position. Beautiful, healthy Hair is the sure
result of using fiathairon.

St.

prepared

are

Kleartog

fast, keeps it from falling
oat, arrests and cures graynrss, removes dandruff and

Rev. A. 9. Ladd of

The fog horn boomed last

to furnish aud set up in the beat
short notice all kinds of appliances
fvt
by Steam or Hoi Water.
We have some specialties to which we would ask
the attention of all interested. The Dunning
magazine Boiler for steam, and the Milch*
lug#’ magazine Boiler for hot water, are introduced by us this year aud commend themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination heating, or not water in connection with hot air
which bus proved so successiul in thi9 State
the past nve years, wili
still receive our careful attention. All work of this
kind guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.
We are
prepared to undertake ull kinds
of Sanitary work and would be glad to furnish
estimates free to all who may desire our services.
ocl5
d3m

and

Last night's storm made tine sleighing.
The entertainmeut given by Helen Potter's
Pleiades at Columbia Hall last evening, the
first of the Phi Rbo course, was a success. The
hall was well filled and the programme proved
smooth and pleasant.
Beacon

We

hiAuner aud

ION’S KATHAIBON. This
elegant, cheap article always
makes the Hair grow freely

Monday

Sts.

cold wiier.

nod wavy tresses of abunfant,
dutiful Hair most use

night.

Dealers In

Steam, Gas, Water Pipe Fixtures, &c.
A
WOS. 17 & 19 (JKION STREET.

Who want glossy, luxuriant

next

Federal and India
STORE
at No. 72 Federal St., bath
with tot and
corner

and

Bound Brook Route.

Let.

To

Friday, Dec. 10.
Swedenborgians will have a dance at

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS_

--

BATH LOCALS.

The

LET.i

TO

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

MEDICAL.

Ceneral
D. W.
oclS

8ANBOKN,

LUCIUS TUTTlJE,
Passntiger and Ticket Agent
Transportation

Master

Wit. C. II.

dtf

SWITUi

The representative of the Norerose Regulator Co.,
may he seen for a few days at A. ?C 2iOYK8 A
dee? <Jbr
SOJT®, 12 Exchange street.

